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Cancer survivor and Little House don, Andrew Myles, has raised $3,515 for Movember
JUSTIN SMIRLIES
NEWS DIRECTOR

After going to the gym at some
point last January, Andrew Myles
discovered that something wasn’t
right with his body. Unsure of what
it was, he got himself checked out
and after a series of tests he received
news that no male at the age of 20
ever thought he would hear.
He had testicular cancer.
“It will floor you. It’s something
you don’t think you’re going to hear
at age 20,” said Myles, a third-year
geography student and a residence
life don in Laurier’s Little House
Residence. “Everyone goes through
that phase that you think you’re invincible and that it’s not going to
happen to them.
“But you know that it has to happen to someone, and it turned out
that someone was me.”
Myles’ case, unlike so many

others, was particularly lucky. They
caught the cancer early enough, so
all that was required was a quick
surgery. No one knows this better
than Myles himself.
“I’m so incredibly lucky to be living the time that I live in because
even couple decades ago, if you
had testicular cancer that was it. It
was death sentence,” he explained.
“There were no known cures; they
didn’t know how to fix it. Now,
in my case, I didn’t have chemo, I
didn’t have radiation, just a little bit
of surgery — that was it.”
He fought it and won. And he
doesn’t want anyone to go through
the same experience.
Myles, along with many other
males at Laurier and across Canada,
have stretched their hair-growing
muscles and are sporting a moustache. As of press time, Myles had
raised $3,515 — nearly $2,500-more
than anyone else at WLU — for the

Movember cause, a month where
men grow the ‘mo and raise money
for men’s health awareness, particularly for prostate cancer.
As of Tuesday night, Myles had
raised the most money in Movember Canada’s ‘Big Moustache on
Campus’ (BMOC) category, which
includes all Canadian student
teams.
In total, Myles’ team had raised
$3,595, the highest amount at Laurier and good enough to crack the
top ten totals in the BMOC category
nationally.
According to the Laurier network
page on the Movember website, the
teams from Laurier have collectively raised $22,361 for the cause as
of Tuesday evening, which puts the
WLU network 30th in Canada, seventh among university networks.
Teams from across Canada,
meanwhile, have combined to raise
$13,992,069 as of Tuesday night,

“The most important
part is to spread the
word that men’s health
is something to talk
about, it’s not something
we bury deep down.”
—Andrew Myles, cancer survivor and
Laurier don

Campus, page 4

Last month, a Wilfrid Laurier University student brought forward an
extremely offensive poster that they
found on campus to the diversity
and equity office. The poster had an
image of Trayvon Martin, who was
murdered in Feb. 2012, as well as
text depicting racial stereotypes.
Once the diversity and equity office was made aware of the posters,
they began working towards having them immediately removed, and
working with the Association of
Black Students (ABS) to ensure that
students who were affected by the
negative images received the support they needed.
“I wanted to make sure that the
student who brought it forward felt
supported and had access to any
support that they would require because they were obviously upset,”
explained Dana Gillett, acting manager for the diversity and equity office. “We [also] have a protocol for
incidents like this.”
Special Constables were immediately informed and began searching
for any remaining posters so they
could be removed. According to the
diversity and equity office, they are
still conducting an investigation to
find who, or what group, were responsible for creating and displaying the posters.
The ABS told The Cord that they
found and removed three of the
posters, but have heard of more
Campus, page 5
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Hawks fall early at nationals
Women’s soccer team goes 0-2 at CIS championship
SHELBY BLACKLEY
SPORTS EDITOR

VICTORIA, B.C — Defender Kelsey
Abbott led the Wilfrid Laurier Golden Hawks off the field last Friday afternoon after their 1-0 defeat to the
hands of the Sherbrooke Vert et Or.
With tears falling down her face,
as well as her teammates’, the reality
hit the Hawks — this was their last
game as the 2012 installment of the
women’s soccer team.
“It’s a tough one,” said head coach
Barry MacLean. “I think, for the girls
that were in their fifth year this was
their last kick at it and it’s going to
be a little bit of a downer for them.”
For Abbott, Krista Cellucci, Jess
Carter and Erin Grand, it was their
last chance at national gold.
And the results merely left a
tainted heart.
As finalists of the Ontario University Athletics (OUA) conference,
the Hawks played the Canada West

winners, the Trinity Western Spartans in the quarterfinal of the Canadian Interuniversity Sport (CIS)
national championship Thursday
afternoon.
But despite their efforts, the
Hawks just couldn’t find the result
they needed. Unable to complete the
comeback, the Hawks were eliminated from gold medal contention
2-1 against the Spartans.
“For me, Trinity Western was by
far the best team we’ve played all
season,” MacLean said. “They can
hurt you from every position on the
field, they’re very athletic and every
player that came off the bench was
as good as the one’s that started.”
“I’m so proud of everybody on the
field. We gave it all we’ve got. We
have nothing to be upset about,” said
third-year defender Kelsey Tikka
following the loss.
The Hawks were outmatched
against the Spartans, as the team
from the west was an offensive

threat from the opening kick. Their
physicality became an evident problem and the Spartans held a balanced structure at every position on
the field.
However, Laurier never lost momentum, as they battled back from a
2-0 deficit after third-year Amanda
Mithrush found the back of the net
late in the second half.
“The moment the ball went into
the net I just felt everyone’s spirits
pick up,” Tikka said.
“We knew we had a chance from
there and we knew we had to dig
deep and there was a chance we
were actually going to come back
from that.”
But despite the encouraging performance in Thursday’s quarterfinal,
that would be as much as was generated for the tournament.
Friday’s consolation semi-final
Sports, page 19

Needing a pick-me-up

Bond. James Bond

Investigating an increase in antidepressant use among university
students

The Cord gets thoughts on the
latest 007 installment from Skyfall
director Sam Mendes
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Preamble to The Cord
constitution
The Cord will keep faith with its readers by presenting news and
expressions of opinions comprehensively, accurately and fairly. The
Cord believes in a balanced and impartial presentation of all relevant
facts in a news report, and of all substantial opinions in a matter
of controversy.
The staff of The Cord shall uphold all commonly held ethical
conventions of journalism. When an error of omission or of commission has occurred, that error shall be acknowledged promptly.
When statements are made that are critical of an individual, or an
organization, we shall give those affected the opportunity to reply
at the earliest time possible. Ethical journalism requires impartiality, and consequently conflicts of interest and the appearance of
conflicts of interest will be avoided by all staff.
The only limits of any newspaper are those of the world around it,
and so The Cord will attempt to cover its world with a special focus
on Wilfrid Laurier University, and the community of KitchenerWaterloo, and with a special ear to the concerns of the students of
Wilfrid Laurier University. Ultimately, The Cord will be bound by
neither philosophy nor geography in its mandate.
The Cord has an obligation to foster freedom of the press and
freedom of speech. This obligation is best fulfi lled when debate and
dissent are encouraged, both in the internal workings of the paper,
and through The Cord’s contact with the student body.
The Cord will always attempt to do what is right, with fear of neither
repercussions, nor retaliation. The purpose of the student press is to
act as an agent of social awareness, and so shall conduct the affairs
of our newspaper.
Quote of the week:
“All the porn! All the porn!”
–Graphics Editor Steph Truong while looking at her phone during an
editorial board meeting.

while speaking at Laurier

CORRECTION

“We haven’t had a three-game winning streak since I’ve been here.
So we’re feeling good right now, if it’s working, why not?”
–Laurier men’s hockey player Mitch Lebar
“I thought they played poorly. I didn’t think they competed well. I
don’t know if it was layover from the game yesterday but in the first
55 minutes until we got scored on, I don’t think we competed and I
think there weren’t enough players that played with the intensity and
character that they needed to.”
–Women’s soccer head coach Barry MacLean on his team’s performance during
their consolation semi-final

In the Nov.7 issue’s letters to the editor, the author of the letter “Lest we
forget,” was listed as Kory Presman,
when the author’s name is in fact
Kory Preston. The Cord apologizes
for this error.

Like The
Cord on
Facebook

“Yeah they can be disgusting…but if you look at the bigger picture
and what that moustache represents, then you’re looking at a quality guy who’s got one on his face. He stands for something, he stands
for men’s health”
–Cancer survivor and Laurier don Andrew Myles on moustaches

Who is your favourite
James Bond?

“Daniel Craig because
he’s the hottest.”
–Melissa Duque
second-year, psychology

“Sean Connery, he’s the
original.”
–Chidinma Nbanefo
first-year, business

Bag o’ Crime
Unknown Call Requiring Police
Assistance
Location: On Campus
Reported: Monday, November 5,
2012 @ 8:55 am
A male student contacted SCS in
relation to some personal issues he
was having with a female classmate.
He was given advice to resolve some
of those problems. No further action required at this time by SCS.
Break and Enter
Location: Residence
Reported: Monday, Nov. 5, 2012 @
6:18 p.m.
SCS is investigating the theft of a
Play Station 3, a controller, a video
game (Call of Duty – Black OP) from
a student’s room in the student residence. After returning home from
classes the student discovered the
items missing from his room. The
theft occurred sometime overnight
from Saturday to Sunday. There are
no suspects.
Drugs:
Location: Residence
Reported: Wednesday Nov. 07, 2012
@ 12:05 a.m.
SCS Officers responded to a drug
call at a residence. A patrolling Don
had smelled a mariJuana odor coming from one of the rooms. A small
amount of marijuana was taken to
WRPS North Division for destruction. No charges were laid. The
student will be attending a meeting
with Residence Life to discuss the
matter further.
Injured/Sick Person
Location: Science Building
Reported: Wednesday, Nov. 7, 2012
@ 1:13 p.m.
SCS officers and EMS attended to
the Science Building in response to a
report of a female losing consciousness. On arrival the female was conscious and was attended to by
EMS personnel. The 19-yearold female who is an employee of Tim Horton’s
advised that she had
not eaten since the
previous day.
When she lost
consciousness
she

struck her head and was subsequently transported to Grand River
Hospital by EMS.
Assist Other Service
Location: Residence
Reported: Wednesday, Nov. 7, 2012
@ 9:56 p.m.
WRPS requested the assistance of
SCS with an individual on Bricker
Ave who reported being struck by
items thrown from a residence as
she was walking by. She stated that
she was struck on the back of the
head by what she believed to be a tomato. Investigation identified four
male residents who ultimately admitted to being responsible. They
stated that they did not intend to
hit anyone with the food items but
merely wanted to see people’s reaction when the items landed around
them. They expressed a desire to
apologize and were advised to put
their apologies in writing. The matter will also be sent to the dean of
students.
By-Law Complaint
Location: 202 Regina St.
Reported: Thursday, Nov. 8, 2012 @
8:29 p.m.
While on patrol SCS officers observed the passenger in a slow moving vehicle headed northbound on
Regina throw a bottle towards 202
Regina St. near a group of people
and smash it. The passenger
was identified as a 20 year
old WLU and issued a
Provincial Offence
Notice for Littering
pursuant to Waterloo’s Public Nuisance
By-

Law.
Property Damage
Location: Residence
Reported: Friday, Nov. 9, 2012 @
1:30 a.m.
SCS received a report of a broken
window in a door at the south rear
entrance to the student residence.
It is unknown how the window was
damaged. There are no suspects.
Physical Resources was notified for
repairs.
Disturbance:
Location: The Turret Nightclub
Reported: Friday, Nov. 9, 2012 @
1:38 a.m.
An 18-year-old male WLU student was arrested by W.R.P.S. at the
nightclub for Assault Police. He had
been involved in a disturbance on
the dance floor.

“Pierce Brosnan, he was
the original for our age
group.”
–David Vanneeten
second-year psychology

“Daniel Craig. He’s a
badass.”
–Ravi Patel
second-year, business

Read the full Bag o’
Crime on thecord.ca
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“Pierce Brosnan. I’ve
seen most of his [Bond]
movies.”
–Daniel Li
first-year, busines
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In 2011 the Canadian Community
Newspaper Association awarded
The Cord second place in the
campus community newspaper
category.
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“Daniel Craig because
he looks like someone I
know.”
–Jordan Armitage
first-year, psychology
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Keeping a watch on technology use
Marissa evans
lEAD REPORtER

Students using technology in the
classroom is continuously a point of
contention at educational institutions, with the rules regarding laptop and cell phone usage varying
from professor to professor.
According to various media reports as of late, a new trend in prohibiting the use of technology in the
classroom has been becoming more
pervasive at universities.
One such measure reportedly
involves professors recruiting students to monitor the use of laptops
and cell phones by their classmates
in lectures.
Another instance, reported by the
National Post on Monday, involved a
professor at Queen’s University who
has instituted a civility clause in her
third-year psychology class.
The clause reads, “Discriminatory, rude, threatening, harassing,
disruptive, distracting and inappropriate behaviour and language will
not be tolerated. The first offence
will result in a ten per cent reduction
in your final mark.”
While no measures such as these
have been documented yet at Wilfrid Laurier University, some professors are taking steps in a similar
direction.
In a second-year class, James Weldon, associate professor of English,
asks that students using laptops

stephanie truong gRAPhicS EDitOR

With technology taking a more prominent role in the classroom, concerns about misuse have risen.

sit in the first few rows so that his
teaching assistants (TAs) can monitor their activities to ensure technology is not being abused.
Megan Ruttan, one of the class’s
TAs, spoke to Weldon’s feelings towards technology in the classroom.
“He’s fine with it as long as it’s being
used responsibly,” she said.
“[The TAs] are dispersed amongst
the students just to keep an eye on
them.”
She emphasized that they are

not trying to make the classroom
feel like a prison, but in some cases it has become necessary to be
monitors.
“It’s not so much reporting back
to Dr. Weldon as it is acting as a
team together to identify the people
who have become an overt problem,” Rutten explained. “We have to
work as a unit.”
Rutten said she finds that this
policy has helped, but Chelsea
Telfer, a student in the class, is of a

different opinion.
“I actually think having laptops in
the front of the classroom is probably more distracting. Even though
he has people watching, people
don’t care,” said Telfer.
Emily Mallinson, a fourth-year
English major, said she thinks Weldon’s policy is a good idea.
“I think we do need to be held accountable,” she said. “You could
think that he is treating us like children because he doesn’t trust us not

to slack off, but I honestly think that
sometimes we need to be treated
like children.”
Sara Matthews, assistant professor of global studies at WLU, doesn’t
implement rules regarding the use
of technology in her classes. She believes that there is a conversation
that needs to happen in the classroom regarding the use of technology before policies such as these are
used.
“I would rather have the student
be educated as to why they’re using
their devices in the way that they’re
using them,” she explained. “To develop a shared understanding of the
impact of that in the classroom.”
Matthews continued by saying that there needs to be a more
thoughtful approach taken. She noted that disruptions, which professors are trying to prevent by implementing these policies don’t necessarily occur because the student, or
technology, is bad.
“This is why I don’t use a rule,”
she said. “Because I think every
classroom is different, the situations
where people are acting out with
technology are different and those
things need to be explored in specific cases.”
Above all, she stressed the need
for creating a climate in the classroom where these conversations can
occur. “The social space of the classroom needs to change if people’s behaviour is going to change,” she said.

More news inside:

Charity work
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Ex-Prime Minister Paul Martin speaks to students in the Hawk’s Nest at Laurier on Friday.

Former PM engages students
lindsay purchase
lOcAl AND NAtiONAl EDitOR

Former Canadian Prime Minister
Paul Martin stopped by the Hawk’s
Nest at Wilfrid Laurier University
this past Friday to engage in discussion with political science faculty
and students.
The event included a lunch and
“fireside chat,” a format which had
been found to be successful in past
years.
While the majority of questions
focused on Martin’s opinions and
approaches regarding Canada’s Aboriginal population and the government’s current and former policies
addressing Aboriginal issues, questions were also posed about foreign
policy and climate change. One
particular issue which appeared to
resonate strongly with Martin was
education.
“Most of us agree it’s a moral issue; it’s an overwhelming economic
issue,” argued Martin on the importance of ensuring equal education
opportunities for Aboriginal and
non-Aboriginal students.
When asked about the economic
argument for supporting costly infrastructure development, he cited
the fact that Aboriginal populations
are the fastest growing in Canada.
Aboriginal students receive less

funding and often struggle to gain
access to quality education on reserves or in remote communities.
“We can’t afford to lose this talent,” he continued.
However, according to Martin,
questions of success in education,
health care, native-status issues
and other concerns come back to
the need for self-governance. While
our own governance has evolved, he
made the point that Aboriginal governance systems have been prevented from doing the same.
“What we’ve got to do is give their
governance back,” stressed Martin,
responding to an audience member
who questioned how to bring out the
indigenous perspective in Canadian
politics. Before their abilities were
impeded by overarching structures,
he acknowledged, “The fact is that
they were well governed.”
While many initiatives have been
put in place and discussed in order
to diminish gaps between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal Canadian
populations, chronic underfunding has undermined much potential
success. Under the Martin government, the Kelowna Accord aimed
to unite varying levels and types of
government across Canada to address disparities in areas such as
health and education.
“There are certain areas in which

you absolutely have to be spending
money,” Martin explained. While
some believe that the free market
will equalize societies, he countered,
“I don’t believe the free-market system can survive without upward
mobility.”
Martin also acknowledged the
importance of engaging with students, remarking that he was impressed with the quality of the discussion produced by those in attendance. “These are tomorrow’s leaders. They’ll be making the decisions
that are really going to count,” Martin told The Cord.
Leila Bautista, a fourth-year political science student, was one of
the few undergraduate students in
attendance.
“I feel really fortunate as an undergraduate to have this opportunity,” she acknowledged. Bautista
expressed that she was particularly pleased that Martin addressed
questions of foreign policy, which
pertain to her political interests.
Since his departure from political office, Martin has worked
on international projects as well as
Aboriginal issues through his nonfor- profit organization The Martin
Aboriginal Initiative, which focuses
in part on the education of Aboriginal students as well as mentorship
programs.

MP Peter Braid
introduces
a new bill
that seeks
to increase
donations
Local, page 7
elli garlin filE PhOtO
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Women in science get new opportunities
Campus News Editor
Elizabeth DiCesare
edicesare@thecord.ca

Last thursday, Laurier took a step forward with the official launch of the Centre for Women in Science
justin smirlies
NEWS DiRECtOR

Academics and students alike came
together in the Science Atrium
last Thursday to mark the official
launch of the Centre for Women in
Science (WinS) at Wilfrid Laurier
University.
Approved by the senate in May,
the centre aspires to be a hub for female scientists and researchers at
Laurier and in the community.
According to Hind A. Al-Abadleh,
the associate director of WinS, there
are still many obstacles that hinder
women in achieving a greater status
in the science community.
“Certainly, the physical sciences
and the mathematical and social
sciences have been male dominated
fields, and that has in turn have kept
most of the females outside unless those who blessed with having
mentors,” explained Al-Abadleh.
The event featured a short presentation where the attendees were
told about some of these challenges
that women face in various fields of
science.
Currently in Canada, only about
three per cent of the natural sciences
and engineering workforce is made
up of women, and, in 2008, only 30
per cent of science and math graduates were women.
She added that the centre will also
encourage female students to find
careers in science, as well to provide
opportunities for students at the
elementary and secondary level if

they are interested in pursuing science in university.
“What we’re trying to do — the
centre’s mission — is to build a
community of women in science at
Laurier and through action, through
outreach and communication,” she
added.
In attendance for the grand opening was Melissa Franklin, the chair
of the physics department at Harvard University, who had something
to say about the role women will
play in the future of science.
“It’s a big cause, [they’re] doing
something very interesting,” Franklin told The Cord.
“It is a big problem in North
America [right now] with getting enough students interested in
science.”
She added, “And so if you’re not
getting half the students you should
be getting — you’re probably not
getting any of the women — that is
even a bigger problem.”
For Al-Abadleh, the launch of
WinS was a huge accomplishment,
especially since she has been working on the founding committee.
“It feels great,” she exclaimed. “As
Laurier is embarking on a new century and when you understand the
challenges of the past and when you
look ahead for what could be done
about them … it’s just the perfect
opportunity for such a centre to be
launched.”
She noted that the centre will be
working in conjunction with the
local high schools, the University
of Waterloo and businesses, all of

kate turner phOtOgRAphY MANAgER

Shohini Ghose addressed the crowd at the launch for the Centre for Women in Science on Thursday.

which have been already advocating
for women in scientific research.
What makes this centre different,
however, is that its main focus is
research.
“It’s not only aimed to give support and mentorship, but also at
doing research through grants and
scholarships for researchers to

look in to the areas [of study],” she
continued.
“And you’ll also be able to network with other research organizations, so our efforts can basically
multiply.”
But the centre currently doesn’t
have a set location, something that
Al-Abadleh hopes will be figured

out soon.
Regardless, she hopes the centre
sparks a passion within female students about science.
“Embrace your passion, and [the
centre] will help you through the
process,” she concluded.
“The future is for science.”

annual ceremony
absent this year
for the first time in nearly ten years WLU
didn’t host a Remembrance Day event
eric thompson
StAff WRitER
kate turner phOtOgRAphY MANAgER

Myles’ Movember team, comprised of students and dons, are growing their mo’s to raise awareness.

Myles’ team top at Laurier
—cover

the highest total of any country
globally.
The Movember cause, which
originated in Australia, has picked
up significant momentum in countries such as Canada and the United
States, and university campuses are
no exception.
“I think the most important part
is to spread the word that men’s
health is something to talk about,
it’s not something we bury deep
down, or we’re embarrassed about,”
continued Myles, noting that keeping a positive attitude through such
an experience is important. “It’s
something that we need to actively
seek out.”
Myles didn’t know how to talk
about his situation, so he felt Movember was the perfect way to do
just that.
Within the first six hours of setting up his Movember page and
opening it up for donations, Myles’
team received about $1,000.
“I saw Movember as a way to
educate people, let them know my
story,” stressed Myles. “It’s not just
about prostate cancer; it’s not just

about ‘old people’s’ diseases.”
For Myles, the outpour he has
seen from the community has been
astonishing, and he’s hoping more
people will learn about men’s health,
whether that be physical or mental.
He noted that Movember has shifted
its mandate slightly to advocate for
men’s mental health.
“There was no other way to put,
it was just amazing. [Men’s health
is] kind of taking the back seat to
breast cancer and other things like
that, [but] I don’t think any of them
can take a back seat,” he said. “All of
them are incredibly important.”
When asked what he thought
about the Laurier community pouring in the donations, Myles responded by saying, “It’s amazing see
how this community always pulls
together for a common cause.”
According to Myles, despite the
fact that Movember is primarily focused on prostate cancer — a disease that men usually receive later
in life, male students shouldn’t forget about the dangers of testicular cancer. He stressed the fact that
everyone should be checked out by
their family doctor on a yearly basis
and to live healthy lifestyle so other

cancers, such as prostate cancer, can
be avoided easier.
“Testicular cancer is the number one cancer in young men. So
that’s something to keep in the back
of your mind,” he warned. “Go get
checked.”
Sitting on a couch in front of the
Little House crest in the common
lounge of that residence, Myles
sports a skim handlebar moustache,
but it’s a work in process.
“It isn’t growing too good, but
it’s getting there,” he laughed, adding that he’s seen some impressive
moustaches so far.
But to the female students on
campus who cringe at the sight of
usually half-grown moustaches
across campus and in the community, Myles has one message for them.
“Yeah they can be disgusting …
but if you look at the bigger picture
and what that moustache represents, then you’re looking at a quality guy who’s got one on his face,” he
said. “He stands for something, he
stands for men’s health.
“To the ladies out there, if you see
a man with a moustache, I would be
locking him down. He seems like a
pretty good guy.”

Check out thecord.ca later this week for a video of Myles’ interview

Anyone who walked through the
concourse on Sunday may have
noticed a strange lack of activity. For the first time in nearly ten
years, Wilfrid Laurier University
did not have a Remembrance Day
ceremony.
The ceremony had been put on
in the Concourse every year by the
History Students’ Association.
“I think the university kind of
liked the students taking the control
part of it,” said Terry Copp, professor emeritus at Laurier. “And this
year students decided because it
was on a Sunday…there was no
point in having one like previous
years because there would be no
students around.”
The University of Waterloo had
their ceremony on Friday afternoon,
but the HSA voted against having
the ceremony on a different date.
“We talked about the pros and
cons of hosting it on the Friday or
the Monday afterwards,” said Brendan O’Driscoll, an executive member of the HSA.
“We decided that it probably
wasn’t appropriate to have it on a
Friday or Monday; we decided that
we were just going to do a pass on it
this year because no one was going
to be around on the actual day.”
Copp agreed with the idea that
Remembrance Day shouldn’t be celebrated earlier or later.
“I think it’s important that Remembrance Day take place at the
eleventh hour of the eleventh day.
My grandaughter’s school did it on
Monday, and for people in grade five

that’s fine, but for university students, pretending to have Remembrance Day a day late doesn’t make
any sense,” explained Copp.
Laurier’s website posted a notice
of local Remembrance Day ceremonies in Waterloo and Kitchener, so
students still had an opportunity to
participate.
Laurier’s ceremony has been a
great success in prior years due to
the number of students that travel
through the concourse on a given
morning. Copp noted that while
some students would show up “purposefully,” many more were attracted “accidentally.”
“It’s unfortunate to break such a
tradition,” said Michael Onabolu,
president and CEO of the Wilfrid
Laurier University Students’ Union.
He noted that a token of appreciation was necessary for troops that
protected our freedoms.
“When we do the Remembrance
Day ceremony, we incur a cost,”
added O’Driscoll. “WLUSU has
covered some of it before, but we
usually incur a cost out of our own
club pocket, so that was a factor in
our decision as well.”
Next year the HSA plans to continue the tradition of hosting an
event, and there is still a strong belief that students do care about the
day.
O’Driscoll doesn’t believe that
this one year will have any effect on
the reputation of the ceremony or
the school itself.
Disclaimer: Campus News Editor Elizabeth DiCesare is also president of the History Students’ Association.
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Students working
toward change
—cover

NICK LACHANCE PHOTOGRAPHY MANAGER

Students played ping-pong in the Concourse last Wednesday to raise money for KidSport Canada.

Table tennis for charity
ELIZABETH DICESARE
CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR

On Nov. 7, Ping-Pong Madness took
over the Wilfrid Laurier University
Concourse for the second year in a
row.
This year, after an all-day, by-donation ping-pong event in the Concourse, a competitive tournament
was held, followed by a night at the
Turret.
The idea for Ping-Pong Madness came across Daniel Brodie, the
event’s founder and organizer, last
year when he was brainstorming
with a friend.
“We founded this event last year
because we were looking to do a
table tennis club initially, but after
looking into the rules it seemed unlikely to happen, so our idea became
to start a 24 hour event … but we
decided to change it from 24 hours

to a day event,” Brodie explained.
“We both grew up playing pingpong, so that’s why we chose that,
but mostly we wanted to do something cool that’s never been done.”
After contacting a table tennis
club in Kitchener and striking a deal
to borrow the necessary equipment,
the event began to unfold.
The event sponsored KidSport
Canada both this year, as well as
last year. Brodie allowed the charity to be chosen by the Kitchener
table tennis club as an incentive to
get them to lend the equipment for
the event.
“Last year we raised $500,” Brodie
told The Cord. “We’re hoping for a
$1500 donation this year.”
While the majority of the money
was raised during the Ping-Pong
Madness event, Brodie and his team
of volunteers had a booth set up in
the Concourse during the weeks

leading up to the event, where students were able to donate money.
This year, the Turret also agreed
to donate half of the money made
during the night portion of the
event.
Other businesses on the Laurier campus also contributed to the
event. Both Wilf’s Pub and the Laurier Bookstore donated prizes for the
competitive competition that was
held, so students would have an incentive to register.
Michael Bartley, one of the volunteers helping out with the event
in the concourse, explained how
he was able to help with promotions in order to raise more funds for
KidSport.
“This year I’ve been more involved, I’ve really been in people’s
faces [and] I put my ego on the line
to make people laugh and get them
to come out,” he said.

appearing.
“We’re constantly discovering
new things that are happening that
[students] kind of keep to themselves, and they don’t tell anybody
about, and these are huge issues
that can be combated,” said Crystal Gayle, director of marketing and
promotions for ABS.
The ABS was told that the school
searched campus for 72 hours in order to ensure all of the posters were
found and removed.
“We don’t know the reason they’re
popping up, which is why we asked
the school to look into it, but apparently they searched their cameras
and didn’t find anything,” explained
Alexis Yearwood, a member liaison
of the ABS. “We want to bring the
situation to light because it’s one
of the acts that have gone unrecognized and that the school has swept
under the rug.”
However, Gillett noted that the
diversity and equity office is working with ABS to produce educational
forums regarding the issue to ensure
that the Laurier community is aware
of the issues surrounding the poster.
“It’s just about working with the
community to make sure they feel
supported and that the way that
they would like to see the situation
handled is brought in,” Gillett said.
“[Laurier] is a community so anything that happens within our community that has undertones of hate
or discrimination are taken very
seriously, and they impact all of our
community members.”

Right now, the ABS is working on
hosting a workshop on Nov. 27 that
will address the issues in a productive manner.
“We feel that Trayvon Martin
is representative of a lot of social
angst in our community right now,
and the sensitivities with which we
expected our issues to be received
are not up to the standards of Laurier’s safe and inclusive environment,” continued Yearwood. “We’re
at a point now where we really want
something to be done.”
The workshop, according to
Gayle, will allow affected students
to talk about their experiences and
raise awareness to combat the issue
together.
Adam Lawrence, acting dean of
students, also expressed his feelings
regarding the nature of the posters.
“It’s frustrating,” he said. “It’s
quite troubling that someone went
and took the effort to create the
poster, targeting a very sad, significant issue.
“I consider it very disturbing and
I consider it a poster filled with
some anger, in no way is this thing
funny; this is a very serious act, it’s
troubling and disappointing,” he
continued.
Right now, steps are being taken
to ensure that the posters don’t resurface and that people at Laurier
understand the situation at hand.
“[We want to] make sure that the
people who have been committing
these offences know that we are
aware that this is happening,” concluded Gayle. “It’s recognized that it
shouldn’t be happening.”

Profs concerned about class technology
Outdated and unreliable equipment spark issues regarding the quality of education in classrooms at WLU
MARISSA EVANS
LEAD REPORTER

“The technology is only as good as
its reliability,” said Cynthia Comacchio, a history professor at Wilfrid
Laurier University, with regards to
the technology in classrooms at
WLU. She expressed to The Cord the
frustration she and her colleagues
are feeling due to the poor technology provided around campus.
She spoke to what she believes is
a lack of technology available as well
as lack of technology that is reliable,
referring mainly to the arts faculty.
However, Comacchio acknowledged
that technology is a problem “across
the board.”
Among the things she listed were

microphones not working, MyLearningSpace being unreliable, projectors not working and there not
being enough printers on campus.
“I wouldn’t care to just go in and
count on technology to work,” Comacchio said.
Due to persistent problems with
equipment, she has begun creating
back-up lectures in case there are
technological issues.
Because faculty can’t count on the
technology to function, as Comacchio puts it, they are unable to try
new approaches such as blended
learning.
“These things take money, and
nobody is pretending otherwise,”
she said. “But they are so important
to the way that we educate and are

educated in our time that you can’t
pretend it’s just about the money.
There has to be commitment; there
has to be the will to fix it.”
But Comacchio stressed that
these problems are not the fault of
Information Technology Services
(ITS).
“It’s not about the [ITS] personnel, it’s about the actual infrastructure which needs serious updating
and expansion,” she said.
Tom Buckley, assistant vice-president of academic services, and Gary
Wagner, manager of employee technical support in Waterloo, spoke to
The Cord for the ITS side of things.
“I think it’s important for everyone to realize that in the hierarchy of
how we prioritise our work when it’s
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an issue in the classroom at the time
of a class everything else is secondary to that,” said Buckley. “When
teaching and learning stops, that’s
an unacceptable scenario.”
In regards to the complaint that
technology is outdated, Wagner explained that ITS follows a model
called the ‘Evergreen Renewal Plan’
which sets out the standard for the
average lifespan of different sets of
equipment and how often they need
to be replaced. The model is laid out
so that the equipment gets replaced
before it begins to break down.
“When we started evergreen we
had a high percentage of systems
which were past end of life so we
had to replace those first,” Buckley
explained. “So it’s taken us a couple

years to catch up and get everything
within that life cycle range.”
With this model in place, Buckley and Wagner agreed the renewal
model is allowing them to be systematic. They also encouraged feedback from faculty and students.
For Comacchio, improvements
should start at the students.
She expressed that students are
paying attention to these issues.
“I wouldn’t dismiss this if I were
the people with the ability to ‘sign
a cheque’,” she said, meaning those
in charge of allocating money to
technology.
“[Students] have the power,” Comacchio continued. “Because [students] can go somewhere else and
take [their] tuition with [them].”
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Bullying still a problem at university
alanna fairey
LEAD REPORtER

As bullying prevention week begins
to teach elementary students about
‘being a friend,’ it is apparent that
university students can also learn
from these lessons.
Taking place from Nov. 12-17, elementary schools will be conducting
workshops and various group activities to teach students about bullying
and the negative impact it leaves on
children.
The theme for this year’s bullying prevention week is “Stand Up”,
as the children will be encouraged to
break the bystander effect.
Although all of these efforts are
being put towards educating elementary school kids about bullying,
the reality of bullying can still apply
to the life of a university student.
Fourth-year University of Waterloo (UW) archaeology student Brianne Acker remembers the astonishment she felt when she realized
that as a first-year student, her former roommates were bullying her.
“Even saying now that I was
a victim of bullying at the age of

taylor gayowsky gRAPhicS ARtiSt

eighteen still sounds strange, but it
is something that happened,” Acker
explained.
“When my former roommates
teased me, I just kind of thought it
was playful teasing so I didn’t think
much of it or tell them to stop. But
when I realized how their remarks
made me feel about myself, I realized that they were bullying me very
mildly.”
Acker dealt with the situation by standing up for herself and

expressing how her roommates’
words had hurt her. Acker never approached an authority figure because she felt that she had to deal
with it on her own, as she was a legal “adult”.
“I felt that it was embarrassing
to turn to my don because I didn’t
want to look like a tattletale,” Acker
explained.
“That label is supposed to go
away when you leave elementary school. Why would I want to

bring back childish ideologies in
university?”
Alexandra Russell, the VP internal for the UW Federation of Students, confirmed that bullying is still
a reality in university, for example
through incidents such as roommate
conflicts and discrimination.
“They don’t happen publicly for
the most part, but they happen on a
day-to-day basis with their roommates and their professors,” she
acknowledged.

However, Russell assured that
universities are trying to diffuse the
problem by promoting awareness
throughout the year. UW, along with
most universities across Canada,
provides a plethora of services to
accommodate the needs of students
who are going through these issues.
“Bullying still happens in all stages of life, including university, but
that is where we work to create a
welcoming environment on campus,” Russell explained. “We work
to prevent bullying through orientation welcome week and we run a
diversity campaign called ‘One Waterloo’ which works throughout the
year to promote diversity and tolerance and acceptance.”
Russell also stated that most universities have a variety of support
services for students to turn to regarding these issues. UW provides
students with a gender and diversity
centre as well as a women’s centre.
These channels help to prevent bullying from escalating on campuses.
“I think it’s a big issue that we
have to work on and you can always
be doing more in terms of awareness and education,” she said.

Students raise traffic issues
kylie conner
cORD NEWS

Recently there have been some concerns regarding the safety of pedestrians and drivers at the Noecker
and Regina Streets intersection.
With numerous students living
nearby, many have to encounter this
area walking or driving to school.
The curve of Regina Street can
make it difficult to view oncoming
traffic, impacting the safety of all
who use the intersection.
Josh Dennill, a fifth-year philosophy major at Wilfrid Laurier University, filed a complaint about the
Noecker and Regina intersection
this year. Dennill lived on Noecker
for two years.
Dennill said that “you have to
drive your car halfway into the intersection” in order to see whether
there are cars coming down Regina.
Dennill also said that he’s “seen cars
have to do a screeching stop” and
that he’s seen pedestrians almost
get hit as well.
Christine Koehler, manager of
Traffic Operations for the city of
Waterloo, said in an e-mail to The

Cord that because the volume of
traffic is not high enough the city
cannot put a pedestrian cross walk
nor can they put in a four-way stop
for the same reason.
Dennill questioned whether it
was possible for the city to get a
warrant to put in a pedestrian signal so that not only can pedestrians cross safely, but the drivers on
Noecker can take advantage of the
pause of traffic on Regina.
Although it is not possible at the
time for the city to make changes to
this intersection, students are still
concerned about their safety on the
walk to school.
Jordan Dent, a third-year communications student at Laurier, expressed concern that “cars aren’t
looking for pedestrians because they
can’t see around the corner.” Dent
lives on Weber Street and because of
the risks at Noecker and Regina she
walks down Marshall instead.
The city of Waterloo has made
some changes to this intersection
previously due to safety concerns.
Koehler noted that the city has lowered the speed limit to 40 km/h and
no longer allows parking on the west

side of the street to improve visibility. Also, the house on the south-east
corner has had modifications made
to their front porch in order to remove it from the view of westbound
drivers on Noecker Street.
In response to the requirements
needed for change, Dennill said, “It
didn’t meet the traffic volumes, but
on several years it met the collision
requirement, which is concerning
because there is low traffic and high
collisions.”
As immediate changes are not
being made, another option for pedestrians and drivers is to try and
avoid this intersection. Koehler suggested in her e-mail that, “Pedestrians heading toward WLU can cross
at Marshall and walk over to King
Street to cross with the pedestrian
signals.”
As for future changes at the intersection of Noecker and Regina, Koehler said, “The city will have another
traffic count performed in the spring
of 2013 to see if the volumes of both
the vehicles and pedestrians have
changed. At that time, we will determine if additional action should
be taken.”

samantha kellerman StAff PhOtOgRAPhER

The Noecker and Regina intersection has raised safety concerns.

K-W in brief
Mom wins big money for
charity and family

A local mother has won $10,000 and
an additional $100,000 for Cystic Fibrosis Canada. Katie Schulz, whose
three-year-old daughter Sofia has
cystic fibrosis, won the money as a
result of receiving the Mom of the
Year award from Walmart Canada.
Schulz was able to choose the charity she wanted to donate the money
to. In addition to her personal connection, she is also the president of
the Kitchener-Waterloo chapter of
Cystic Fibrosis Canada.
Hayley Wickenheiser, a professional female hockey player, was on
the selection committee. She was
present to give Schulz the award at
Walmart’s Kitchener location on
Monday.
Schulz was selected from a pool
of approximately 17,000 nominees
and was nominated by her husband
Jason.

Cambridge councillor facing
impaired driving charges
Pam Wolf, a councillor for the city of
Cambridge, has been charged with
impaired driving. The charges, impaired operation of a motor vehicle
and driving a motor vehicle with
more than 80 mg of alcohol in her
blood, were laid following a crash
which took place on Friday night
in Cambridge at the intersection of
Fountain Street North and Victoria
Street North.
The crash involved two vehicles
which collided at around 9:40 p.m.
Friday evening.
In addition to the charges, Wolf
has lost her license for 90 days. Her
car was also seized by police for 7
days.
Wolf, who was initially elected
in 2006 and re-elected in 2010 to
Cambridge city council, will have to
make a court appearance in Kitchener on Nov. 30.

Arsonists hit, then run

Two men, both 22-years old, have
been charged by police after a hit
and run incident which occured
at around 3 a.m. last Saturday
morning.
After hitting a parked car on
Massey Avenue in Kitchener, the
two men apparently set fire to their
vehicle, a green Volkswagen and
fled. Police were alerted to the burning vehicle.
The charges laid against the men
by police included arson, public
mischief and failure to remain at a
collision.
No injuries were reported following the incident.
–Compiled by Lindsay Purchase
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Reforming global finance
ciGi hosted economic expert José Antonio Ocampo on friday
ravi balakrishnan
StAff WRitER

elli garlin filE phOtO

Peter Braid is the MP for the riding of Kitchener-Waterloo.

MP puts forth
charity initiative
justin smirlies
NEWS DiREctOR

Kitchener-Waterloo MP Peter Braid
is hoping that his new bill, C-348,
will increase the number of donations to charities at the end of the
year — a season that isn’t the most
financially stable for most Canadian
families.
The bill, which was introduced to
the House of Commons on Oct. 31,
proposes an extension of the charitable donations tax deadline from
Dec. 31 to the last day of February.
According to Braid, the extension
will allow charities to claim eligible
donations until the end of February
for the previous calendar year.
“So it extends the deadline for
charitable donations,” explained
Braid. “December, of course, is a period of time where Canadian families are financially stretched, and
charities, in particular smaller charities, are administratively stretched.”
“The rational behind extending
the deadline is to give Canadians a
greater opportunity to make charitable donations in their communities,” he continued.
In addition, Braid hopes that the
new bill will make people see the
potential tax benefits when donating to a charity.
The federal tax credits currently
are set at 15 per cent for donations
under $200 and 29 per cent for ones
over $200.
“[To have families] become more
knowledgeable about the tax benefits that are available to them when
they donate to charities,” he added,
is a goal of the bill.
To coincide with the extended
deadline, Braid also hopes to establish National Charities Week in the
final week of February. This week

will spread awareness about the efforts made by charities locally, nationally and abroad. He said that
this was added in the bill as a “sort
of a foundation to help highlight and
celebrate important work that charities do.”
According to Braid, there were
various motivations behind introducing this bill into the House of
Commons. He noted that he has
seen, with some of the involvement
he has had with charities, challenges
when it comes to donations.
“There’s been, over the last number of years, there’s been a trend toward lower levels of giving to charities, and this was exacerbated during the global economic downturn,”
said Braid. “There was a twofold
impact, donations to charities went
down and the demand for the services charities provided went up. So
I want to find ways to support the
important charities in the communities across the country to ensure
their long-term sustainability.”
The bill, since its introduction to
the legislature, has been tabled until
a second reading in the early year.
It will need to be studied in a committee and then go back for a third
reading before being voted on.
“It will take a number of months
to do that at this point,” he said.
“The feedback has been extremely positive, both locally and
nationally.”
He said that the he is relatively
optimistic the bill will pass thorough
the House and it will be implemented by the federal government.
“I’m hopeful that, [but] of course
it’s up to the House of Commons at
the end of the day,” he concluded.
“Charities are vital to the well-being
of our society and have the ability to
strengthen our communities.”

On Friday night, distinguished
speaker José Antonio Ocampo addressed a crowded auditorium on
a topic he referred to as the global
monetary ‘non-system’. Ocampo is
a professor at Columbia University
in New York and the former UN Under-Secretary-General for Economic and Social Affairs.
The lecture took place at the Waterloo Centre for International Governace Innovation (CIGI) campus
auditorium.
Prominent guests at that evening’s lecture included local business mogul Jim Balsillie along with
former Canadian Prime Minister and Liberal Party leader Paul
Martin.
Ocampo started his lecture off
explaining the status of the global
monetary ‘non-system.’
“At the beginning of this crisis
when there was a major push to reform finance, the G20 took that initiative, many of us actually thought
that there would also be major initiatives in the international monetary system,” explained Ocampo.
While he acknowledged that
some proposals were put forth,
Ocampo said that, “Out of these
several initiatives nothing of importance has really happened, and
I think this is therefore something
that requires lots of attention.”
Ocampo elaborated on one option, which came initially out of
Britain in the 1960s to restructure

the global monetary system around
a global currency, as opposed to one
centered on the U.S. dollar, which he
suggests has been relatively unstable since the early 1970s.
“So this is the first international
monetary system that in a sense has
not had at the centre, stable money. The world became hostage to
the instability of the dollar, and the
sources of that instability,” continued Ocampo.
He went on to add that the nature
of the exchange rate system for trade
today is also problematic due to volatility of currencies.
He said that the system, which
existed in the past “was a very good
system for international trade, because international trade does require a certain level of stability of
the exchange rates.”
Another contributing issue to
global imbalances is the surpluses
created by oil exporting countries,
while others are struggling with
large deficits.
Ocampo explained that a system
that solves all these problems is a
complex one and he focused on a
few of the essential alternatives that
are available.
One of these options, moving
to an international monetary system, he acknowledged as unlikely to
happen.
“There was a large expectation
that the Euro would become such
an alternative currency,” he recalled.
“That has not happened.”
Ocampo added that he also does
not believe that the Chinese will be

able to elevate their currency to the
status of the American dollar. He
said that this cannot happen because the essence of having a currency at the centre of the system is
to have a very liquid market for the
securities in that currency and these
are characteristics the Chinese will
not have for a long time.
He explained that issues such as
these are also not well adequately
addressed through the G20 either.
“In other aspects the G20 is a
highly deficient institution, first of
all in terms of legitimacy, because
it’s an ad hoc institution of self-appointed members.
“Which is not at least an institution I can accept as legitimate, so
long as, in particular, my country
is not a member, and there are 172
countries in that situation,” he said
frankly.
Ocampo originates from
Colombia.
Steve Paikin, anchor and senior
editor of The Agenda on TVO, who
moderated the discussion following
Ocampo’s lecture, asked, “At the risk
of tooting our own horn too much,
do you think there are any lessons
for the rest of the world from how
Canada has done it’s business?”
“Yes, of course,” Ocampo
concluded.
“I think it shows the way you
manage, regulate and supervise
your financial system is critical
for how the financial system performs in crisis. I think that’s a major
lesson.”
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Antidepressant use rising
LINDSAY PURCHASE
LOCAL AND NATIONAL EDITOR

Antidepressant use is on the rise for
students, according to StudentCare
Networks, which provides health
insurance at the post-secondary
level. It provides coverage for upwards of 600,000 students across
the country.
“Around the late 1990s, maybe
around 2000, we saw that new categories that began to be much more
heavily utilized and those were antidepressants or psychoactive medications,” recalled StudentCare Networks director Lev Bukhman. This
has continued to climb, reaching the
point today where claims for drugs
countering depression and anxiety
often surpass those made for contraceptives, a clear reverse in the
trend from several decades ago.
While increases in antidepressant use may seem alarming at first
consideration, mental health worker
Amanda Cappon doesn’t believe it’s
necessarily a negative reflection on
society.
Cappon works with students in
the counselling department at
the University of

Ontario Institute of Technology
and Durham College.
“They [society] become scared
when they hear that, that there’s
been an increased number, as if it’s
some epidemic that’s developing in
our society,” she said.
A positive outlook on this trend,
noted by Cappon, is that there is a
greater societal comfort with discussing and addressing mental
health issues, which may be leading
more people to seek treatment.
“We see an increased awareness
on campus about mental health and
the students right now … are more
and more likely to seek help for
mental health issues,” said Alysha
Li, president of the Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance (OUSA).
Bukhman added, “[There] was a
general destigmitization of mental health and being on medication.
That destigimitization created, I
think, a more broader acceptance of
the use of those drugs.”
Other theories which attempt to
explain this growing tendency are
linked to developments in the medical field.
According to Bukhman, in
the mid-to-late 1990s,
“many more

drugs were invented and created
that it really increased the treatment
options.”
The underlying issues of why students may be dealing with increased
anxiety or depression is another important consideration.
From Bukhman’s perspective, “It’s
a symptom of social structures that
are not working.”
Expressing that the stress of university may have increased, he continued, “The velocity and pace of
academic life and intensity of it is so
great, and the competitiveness factor is so extremely high.”
High tuition, lack of adequate
resources and social changes
could also be contributed factors,
Bukhman said.
“I wouldn’t say that we necessarily have more stress, but definitely
a different set of challenges that we
haven’t seen before,” contested Li.
She acknowledged that
there is action being taken to address this, such
as the Mental Health
Innovation Fund, an
initiative launched by
the Ministry of Colleges, Training and Universities that will
provide $7

million in yearly funding up to the
year 2015. Li said that more can still
be done by institutions and service
providers to address mental health
issues.
Although Cappon said that there
are some support systems in place
for students, she recognized that
“we could always use more.”
“We could use growth and expansion in our department and I
hope to see that coming soon,” she
continued.
Cappon recommended that
schools take it upon themselves
to develop more awareness
and provide support services to students.

Finances causing student stress
Money and work are resulting in stress for students, according to a recent study
STAFF WRITER

According to a study recently done
by Sun Life Financial, a majority
of Canadians, from 18 to 80 yearsold, are all stressed about two primary factors in their life: money and
work. Coincidentally, it seems that
one problem can be blamed for the
other.
The stats are as follows: nine out
of ten respondents from ages 18 to
24 are stressed about money and
work, and 80 per cent of people from
ages 24 to 44 feel the same way. In
addition, the 3,113 people that took
Sun Life’s online survey felt they
had more pressure on them than the
previous generation when it came
down to a job.
Sandy Delamere, the vice president of human resources for Sun
Life Financial Canada had several
thoughts on why the stress levels
were at the level they were.
“I think Canada’s economic recovery is interesting in that it’s driving higher stress levels, especially
in young Canadians, but I would say
across the board,” she considered.
“I also think that the employment
status of Canadians has an overall
impact on health. We’ve also got underemployment at high levels.”
She continued, “On the flip side,
what we’re finding is that reinforcing those that are working full-time,
it actually has a very positive effect
on overall health.”This is the second
time the study has been done.
“The reason we do this is to get
some perspective on understanding the health of Canadians and
to try and draw out and get an understanding on what’s on the mind

“We need to make sure
our schools, our governments, our communities, are all prepared to
help ... with these financial strategies.”

The Canada Year Book, having
reached 145 years of publication after starting in 1867 when Canada
became a nation, is now retiring.
Statistics Canada announced that
they had published the last edition
of the book on Tuesday, citing that
ebbing demand was the main reason for discontinuing the book.
The book served as a resource for
demographic, political and economic changes affecting Canada and its
citizen, often found in educational
and research offices and school and
public libraries. The agency finds
that more readers are seeking information from online as opposed to
print publication. Numerous people
that worked on the publication have
retired and may not be replaced.
This year’s version includes how
Canada’s GDP compares with other
advanced economies, changes in tuition costs, changes in international
adoption rates and developments
in crime and health. Statistics Canada also determined that the yearbook will not continue as an online
resource.

A tentative deal has been reached
between the Ontario government
and the provinces 25,000 doctors.
This agreement improves a number
of fees that had come under heavy
criticism from doctors and the Ontario Medical Association is encouraging its members to support
the deal.
Premier Dalton McGuinty explained that both sides, while working together, were able to reach an
agreement that is fair to patients,
doctors and taxpayers. The government stated that the new agreement includes health system reforms, allowing the physician services budget to increase by a cumulative $100 million over two years, as
well as a 0.5 per cent payment discount for all physicians that will be
offset by savings. While a tentative
deal was reached, the overall financial impact of the agreement was
not confirmed.

Man dies in British Columbia after taser incident

In British Columbia, a distraught
man who was continually stabbing
himself outside of a home died in
hospital after he was transported
there because the police used a taser
to subdue him. The Independent Investigations Office is looking into
this incident.
He was taken into custody because of his actions and officers
used a taser on him after he was
threatening himself with a knife.
His name has not been released, but the province’s Independent Investigations Office spokesman Owen Court stated that at this
point, it is unclear what the man
died from.
–Compiled by Katelyn Cullum

—Zach Dayler, national director of the
Canadian Alliance of Student Associations (CASA)
of Canadians and how it relates to
health,” she added.
Zach Dayler, the national director
of the Canadian Alliance of Student
Associations (CASA), reflected on
why students might have been facing higher levels of stress.
“I think that’s not really a surprise. If you look at some of the other trends, for example, household
debt, credit card debt, those other
sorts of things, the pressure that
places on somebody,” he said. One
of the major criticisms he made was
the high cost of education.
“The obvious question is school
[and] the cost of education; whether
the university or college is too expensive,” he said. “When you look
at the value proposition and what
people [graduates] are forecasted
to make and what not, the business
case I guess could be made.”
However, Dayler still acknowledged that the high costs
of education may place limits on
accessibility.
Overall the studies show that

Historical Statistics Canada
publication retires

Ontario reaches deal with
doctors
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people are stressed about one important thing: paying for education
and its associated costs.
Dayler stated “They know that
they have to go to school; they know
that they’ll get the loans; they know
that they’ll get the private line of
credit. It’s dealing with that, and going through and graduating. And
that’s not ideal.”

The consensus seemed to be simple: prices are too high, and jobs are
too few. Dayler concluded, saying
“We need to make sure our schools,
our governments, our communities, are all prepared to help everybody with these financial strategies, whether they be constructing
budgets, or whether they be tips and
tricks.”
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CLASSIFIEDS
DearLIFE
Dear Life is your opportunity to write a
letter to your life, allowing you to vent
your anger with life’s little frustrations in
a completely public forum.
All submissions to Dear Life are anonymous, should be no longer than 100
words and must be addressed to your life.
Submissions can be sent to dearlife@
thecord.ca no later than Monday at noon
each week.
Dear Life,
Why do people always need to put
others down? Like the WLU compliments page or wlusu volunteers
... They’re just trying to make this
school a better place, why hate?
Sincerely,
So confused
Dear Baseball team,
What really went on that night?
Sincerely,
Wondering who swallowed the
grand salami that night
Dear Life,
This is the fifth floor of the library.
Not the main floor. Not the Concourse. Not the 2-4. Shut the fuck up
unless you’re talking about anything
remotely useful. Figure it out.
Sincerely,
Stressed and fed up and I hate people right now
DEAR EVERY STUDENT AT
LAURIER,
Every last one of us are members
of the Students’ Union. Everyone.
There is no Students’ Union bubble. Same with WLUSP. There is no
bubble, we are all best friends. All
you need to do is reach out and say
hi. It’s easy when you volunteer because you are surrounded by these
people. This is coming from someone who in first year knew no one
at this school and now has more
friends than I can count. Even if
you don’t volunteer for anything,
you can be friends with all of these
people. And considering I would call
myself a pretty hardcore Students’
Union representative, as you can
find my work in all corners of the
school, I don’t even know half of the
people that are being complimented
because most of them aren’t in this
silly ”bubble” you so claim to exist.
I love this school and each and every one of you. Never change, even
the parts that question things which
make me upset, because that is what
makes us unique. Different temperments, talents and convictions. Fly
free Golden Hawks
Sincerely,
I’m a bit bipolar about these issues
Dear Women in Science Laurier
group,
When you take up the entire Atrium
for an event that ten people show up
to, you know you’re a total joke.
Sincerely,
A REAL female scientist at Laurier
Dear Life,
Can we please attach a sign that
says “lab occupied” or “lab vacant”
to all the doors of the computer labs
on campus. I am honestly tired of
trying to figure out if there’s a class/
lab going on in the rooms and if it’s
okay me to use the facilities.
Sincerely,
Accidentally walked into a lab with
five students
Dear Lover Boy,
Why, oh, why can’t you just fall in
love with me and see the amazing
person that I truly am!? Why oh why
my I be forced to secretly follow you
around campus and never be able
to confess my feelings for you? Why
oh why must you always sit with
that skinny bittie?! Why, I ask you?
Why?!
Sincerely,
Borderline, Helga Pataki
Dear Business Professors,
The next time I do a case, please get

Advertising Manager
Angela Endicott
angela.taylor@wlusp.com

us a case from Laurier. If I wanted
to do a case from Western, I would
have gone to Western.
Sincerely,
I chose Laurier for a reason
Dear Life,
I love running outside. What don’t
I love about it? The idiots that take
up the entire sidewalk, forcing you
to run on the road so you don’t compromise their damn conversation.
Sincerely,
Get the hell out of my way
Dear Life,
To the young man I saw urinating
on the war memorial beside WLU
after 11pm on Nov 8th, grow up. I
confronted you, and got the classic ”what are you gonna do about
it, bro?” after which your friends
became aggressive and intimidating. I sincerely regret not being fast
enough to get a photo with flash of
your disgusting act, which would
have surely made local news right
before remembrance day. Shame
on you, your lucky your not getting
charged.
Sincerely,
Lest we forget
Dear “University Students”
Welcome to higher learning. Sorry
you forgot what you’ve learned in
the past 20 years. Maybe remember back to grade one where we all
learned that littering was bad for
the environment. As I walk around
campus and the blocks surrounding, it’s evident nobody knows how
to use a garbage can. Just because
there’s a student ghetto doesn’t
mean it needs to look like a shit
hole. Please have a little respect and
pick it up if it’s on your lawn. Or
don’t throw it on the ground in the
first place.
Sincerely,
We pay thousands of dollars to come
here, going to the garbage dump is
free

Dear Life,
Have a nice day!
Sincerely,
It’s all good

Sudoku

Dear Life,
Some of us have the courage to compliment others to their face, not over
some anonymous Facebook thing.
Sincerely,
Grow a pair
Dear Life,
The Cord is the perfect size to line
the bottom of my budgies’ cage.
As you read this Dear Life, they are
pooping on “Bag O’ Crime.”
Sincerely,
Crazy Bird Lady
Dear Every First Year,
Some friendly advice: just because
you live with them in residence
doesn’t mean it’s a good idea to live
with them in second year. Dorms
and houses are extremely different.
Sincerely,
Moving out
Dear Every Other Holiday Bar
Night Facebook Event,
So typical of WLUSU to create their
own “12 barz” event because they
couldn’t get tix. Guess the people at
12 barz didn’t know how ‘important’
you people are. Oops.
Sincerely,
It’s not very inclusive when it’s INVITE ONLY, but then again its a
WLUSU event
Dear Life,
All day I’ve been hearing the 12 bars
of Christmas site has crashed and
no one has been able to get tickets.
With all the atrocities in the world
this one has definitely been the
worst.
Sincerely,
Tell someone who gives a fuck.

The Cord is looking to exchange
ad space for Pizza each Tuesday.
If you are interested in a contra
deal opportunity please contact
Angela Endicott at
angela.endicott@wlusp.com

Check out more Dear Life
on thecord.ca

Acne
+ Accutane

Inflammatory
Bowel Disease?

From retail management to
wholesale to logistics, this
program offers the unique
skills you need to launch your
career as a fashion buyer,
logistics coordinator, product

Accutane, a drug used for patients with
severe acne, has been associated
with causing Inflammatory
Bowel Disease, Crohn’s
Disease and Colitis.
Legate & Associates LLP and Harrison
Pensa LLP, have joined forces to accept
clients who have been diagnosed with
Inflammatory Bowel Disease, Crohn’s Disease
or Colitis, as a result of their experience with
Accutane or its generic equivalents.

development manager, visual
merchandiser and many other
exciting career options.

FASHION
MANAGEMENT
& PROMOTIONS
POSTGRADUATE CERTIFICATE

Contact us for a free consultation
1-888-557-0447 or info@accutanelawsuit.ca
Please visit us online
accutanelawsuit.ca
AccutaneLawsuitCanada

@AccutaneLawCan

business.humber.ca/postgrad
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Taking your foot off the brakes of fear
Opinion Editor Devon Butler, confesses why it took her so long to get the courage to learn how to drive
Since I was 16 I’ve been living with a
shameful secret. It hasn’t been easy,
considering the burden I carry is
quite socially unacceptable. This has
consequently, forced me into making excuses and lying to others in
order to protect my integrity.
My name is Devon, I’m 22 years
old and I don’t have my driver’s licence.
It all began when my eager classmates turned sweet 16 and rushed
out to take their written tests to receive their G1s.
I just never understood the appeal. I knew I’d never have access
to a car and after all, my parents
drove me everywhere I needed to
go.
Similarly, my parents were on this
‘teaching me the value of a dollar’
kick, which meant I had to pay the
fees, cover the driving lessons; the
whole shebang.
Being a self-indulgent teen that
lacked confidence, I decided to
spend the dwindling dollars in my
pathetic bank account on makeup, clothes and clip-in hair extensions.
I thought I looked damn good, but
my carefully manipulated appearance lacked a certain coolness as I
stepped out of my mom’s minivan to

meet my friends.
Yet, witnessing car accidents or
hearing about devastating tragedies was enough to scar me for life
and I wanted no part in an activity
that left so many people paying for
repairs and losing loved ones.
The severe anxiety disorder I
struggle with on a daily basis only
increased whenever I thought about
the responsibility of getting behind
the wheel.
After graduating university I
would just live in a big city where
I’d take the subway and if I needed
to go elsewhere, I’d simply hire a
chauffeur.
That delusion changed once I
turned 19. Suddenly, I was the loser
in line for the club conspicuously clutching a passport while the
bouncer and his judgmental eyes
left me feeling ashamed at having
let my fear completely consume my
life.
The exhaustion that stems from
trying to coordinate bus schedules, paying cab fares and having
your punctuality be at the mercy of
the bus driver made me decide it
was finally time I stopped hanging
from the passenger side of my best
friend’s ride.
Once I’d read the driver’ s

handbook I nervously sat in a crowd
of gawky teens at the Drive Test
Centre.
After all that worrying and six
years of avoiding anything with an
engine, I received the most coveted
piece of plastic next to a credit card.
I finally felt like an adult no longer
bound to the shame of forever sitting in the backseat.
In driver’s training I met lots of
similar people who shared my story
and I no longer felt completely alone
to carry my carefully guarded burden.
With my impending road test just
weeks away I regret not taking this
leap when I was younger.
But this experience made me realize I cannot hide behind my fears
about what could happen but rather,
think about the possibilities and
freedom that are synonymous with
driving.
Maybe I’ve been selling myself
short; I am more than capable of
handling a task that simple-minded 16 year olds seem to be able to
manage.
Before this year is up, I will have
the power to go wherever my heart
desires - depending on whether I
get my dad’s permission to drive his
car.

adele palmquist CORD iNtERN

Passing my road test is equivalent to other people jumping out of
airplanes.
This has been, perhaps, one of the
greatest fears of my life and conquering it will be a long and overdue
victory.

I can no longer wait for Neverland
but need to take my first real step
into the responsible world of being
an adult and I am finally ready for
the possibilities that await me.
Jesus can take the backseat; I’m
taking the wheel.

Four pillars of first year
david xu
CORD LifE

For first year students, university is
a scary and exciting place because
it means stepping towards the first
page of our new chapter in life.
With these new pages that we
must write, there are always different experience that one must take
in order to find and gain their own
success.
After going through this semester
as a first year, four essential pillars
came in mind as the most important
things us first years must keep in
mind in order to survive the rest of
the year and more importantly, get
through the next four.

Academics

lizzy cook gRAphiCS ARtiSt

It’s one of those things that seems to
be instantly pushed back, with everything else going on.
Pushed back that is, until the first
set of midterm marks.
This is when you realize that
you’re failing or performing poorly
in your major. The only solution to

this is to drop it and work harder.
Don’t risk getting kicked out of your
major, it’s not worth the hassle.

Food

Living away from home for the first
time has really made finding good
food a problem.
University has a way of defining
what’s edible and what has probably
lowered all of our eating standards.
Mac and cheese has become a
staple for dinner or lunch, while
leftovers become breakfast.
Pizza has somehow become our
main source of vegetables via the
tomato sauce. And fruit has become
forgotten.

Sleep

Between finding food and studying,
this is probably one of the hardest
things that students have to manage
and balance out.
The thing is, sleep is absolutely
essential to function. And yet, it
is one of the first casualties when
studying - next to regular meals.
Just had a work out? Well without

sleep, those muscles will take longer
to heal.
Pulling an all nighter before an
exam? The facts won’t stick in your
short-term memory.
Sex? Well, it may be possible, but
see how you feel afterwards.

Exploration

I will say that this is the biggest reason to go to university, even over,
but not at the cost of academics.
This is the chance we all want at
some point in our lives to reinvent
ourselves as someone cooler, sexier
and hopefully more mature.
In other words, it’s a chance to
develop a genuine personality. Take
the time to go to club socials. Drink
with friends, drink with strangers,
meet as many people as you possibly can.
Who knows when another opportunity like this will come again? You
only live once, don’t do something
stupid or regrettable.
Go out, have fun, and become a
worldly person. It’s something we
should all strive for.
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The Naughty Prude:

Sex bucket list
Dear Naughty prude,

My boyfriend and i are in our last years at laurier and we want to
make it memorable in a more intimate way. Besides the typical going out shenanigans that we do with our friends and roommates,
what’s a good way to make our last year being at university is one
to remember?
KatE tuRNER filE phOtO

‘Come on, let’s get drunk’
Everyone likes to have fun but how do you say no to your
roommates when they are persistent on going out every night?
KYLIE CONNER
cORD lifE

Although it’s easy to get lost, wishing our days were as leisurely and
care free as the ones in the summer,
the darkness that settles upon us at
5 p.m. every evening is a clear reminder that this lifestyle, at the time
being, is well out of our reach.
With all of the papers and midterms weighing heavily on our
shoulders, we long for those days
when we didn’t have to worry about
responsibilities and could hit the
town as we please.
I’m sure we’ve all had to make
that life-altering decision at least
once during our university career: to
go out or to stay in.
Maybe it’s not quite a life-altering decision, but it sure feels like it
sometimes.
Especially when trying to fit in
a simple night out on the calendar
with all those other due dates piling
up.
The pressure to go out is always prevalent in my household,
just as it may commonly be with

most student living situations. One
roommate literally cannot do anything without the other and it has
become a routine of convincing one
another to going out regardless of
what day of month it is. This may be
some sort of co-dependency problem, but that’s another story.
Last Tuesday my roommate asked
if she could “convince anyone to
drink with her”. After hearing those
words, the deadlines and priorities
were automatically altered: Tuesday
was clearly not a night for academia
in her mind.
It is not just making the decision of whether you should go out or
not - especially if you’re living with
friends.
But you have to deal with the
dreaded and infamous symptoms
associated with, FOMO which
stands for “Fear Of Missing Out.”
That is the most accurate way
to describe this phenomenon because it’s so hard to say no to your
friend when they entice you with the
promise of an alcohol-induced euphoria- and delicious drunk food.
Once the decision is made to

decline the social gathering, the
FOMO sinks in and the tug-o-war
of ‘did I make the right decision?’
circulates.
What I’ve come to realize over the
past few years is that if you’re going to succeed in both the social and
academic aspects of university life,
you have to plan ahead.
Having access to all of your classes’ syllabi is helpful so you can plan
when you have to set aside time to
do homework and when you will
have time to get your kicks.
Also, checking your bank account
to make sure you are using your expenses wisely and not always on
cover and pitchers is a good way to
determine whether or not a night
out is a good idea.
So, with all this in mind, don’t
stress out too much about missing
out on a night out with your friends.
Chances are there will be another
opportunity for you to be included.
Just keep up with your academic
schedule and you will be fine. Of
course, no one can promise they
won’t have a momentary lapse... or
two.

Since you and your boyfriend are
in your last year of university it is
definitely understandable why you
would want to make it memorable.
Maybe you two are going your
separate ways after you receive
your shiny diplomas, maybe you are
spending the summer away from
each other-or it’s possible you desire some naughty foolery before
you finally graduate. It is a fabulous
question and amusingly enough it
pertains to my new discovery: a “sex
bucket list”.
The term “bucket list” has gained
popularity in recent years, even
making it into the Merriam-Webster
Dictionary, defined as “a list of things
that one has not done before but
wants to do before dying.” Since you
only have a semester and a half left,
you best start comprising your list
immediately. You and your boyfriend can construct a bucket list
that is comfortable for both of you,
yet one that deviates what you are
accustomed to.
The purpose of the sex bucket list
is to spice up your relationship in
risqué ways. The restrictions of the
list are totally dependent on you and
your boyfriend’s comfort levels.
Some great examples are:
Have a quickie. Taking the time for
romance and foreplay is obviously a
must in a relationship - but a quickie can be inventive, spur of the moment and super sexy.

Have a threesome. The threesome
taps into the majority of a man or
woman’s fantasy. If done correctly
and carefully a threesome is a great
addition to the bucket list.
Sex in front of a mirror. This is incredibly sexy and intimate.
Use handcuffs. The use of props in
the bedroom is an incredible turn
on. Your partner will be so aroused
watching and experiencing you take
the lead.
Role-play. Another great addition, whatever your or your partner’s role-play fantasy is. Get
dressed up and give it a go.
Go on a dirty weekend away. Book
a weekend and spend some quality
time just you and your partner, with
no interruptions- no cell phones,
TV, Twitter, Facebook.
Wear nothing but heels in bed. This
does not merit an explanation of
why it is so hot.
Perform a striptease. It does not
matter if you are not the best dancer, a striptease is a great form of
foreplay
These are just viable options that
you and your partner can include
on your “sex bucket list.” I hope this
helps, and you enjoy comprising
your sexy list
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Long-awaited Halo 4 doesn’t disappoint
Co-Arts Editors
Ali Connerty and Amy Grief
arts@thecord.ca

Photography Manager Nick Lachance, reviews that latest installment of Halo by quickly beating the game
The first time I played Halo, I was
hooked. It was 2001, I was probably
stoned and I was in love. That single
moment in time has been affecting
me for over ten years.
Since then, I have stood in line at
the midnight release of Halo 2, preordered the limited collectors edition of Halo 3 and have spent countless hours replaying single player
campaign’s, “pwning noobs” online
and T-bagging my way to the top of
the pile in Slayer.
Halo, the story, characters and
universe are important to me and a
lot of other people.
When I learned that the story of
the Master Chief was going to be
continued in a new trilogy I was excited; however, that excitement was
measured with an equal amount of
dread.
In 2010, Bungie, Halo’s original
developers, finalized their longplanned separation from Microsoft,
but the intellectual property of Halo
remained with the software giant.
Enter 343 Industries. Given the
green light from Microsoft, the untested development company was
tasked with creating the next chapter in, arguably, one of the most influential video games to date.
To their credit, 343 has kept fans
extremely informed during the
game’s creation. Releasing surprisingly robust and in-depth development videos, they broke down walls
of doubt and replaced them with a
warm glow of hope.
However, with that in mind, the
question still remained on Nov. 6:
could 343 take full control of the
Halo universe and succeed?
The answer, thankfully, is a resounding yes. Halo 4 takes the

COURTESY OF 343 INDUSTRIES

well-established visual style, gameplay and characters in a bold new
direction without fundamentally altering anything.
The first thing players will notice
is the look and feel. The character
models, weapons and environments
look phenomenal.
The artistic design is stunning
in both graphic quality and scope.
Many landscapes are reminiscent of
what the grandeur players’ first experienced when the Chief and Cortana crash-landed on instillation 04
in Halo: Combat Evolved.
The single-player game-play
mode follows the tried and true “run
and gun” style that makes the series
so much fun. More difficult game
settings challenge you to think more

tactically, and enemy artificial intelligence constantly works to keep you
on your toes.
Both challenging and entertaining, the story and action are well
balanced in the campaign mode.
The online game-play takes you
back to the Slayer arenas, with new
maps and multiplayer modes.
Additions like customizable
weapon load outs and pointbased ordinance drop mid battle
and greatly improve the online
experience.
Slightly slower than Call of Duty
or Battlefield 3, some fans may
find the pacing of the online play
frustrating.
One element that falls short is
Spartan Ops. Designed to further

connect players to the Halo universe, it allows them to customize
a Spartan and play additional missions outside of the main story.
Unfortunately, these missions are
short and offer little replay value.
Being released over a ten-week period, Spartan Ops may yet provide
their value though.
What has made the Halo series
compelling, and more robust than
other first-person-shooter games is
its dedication to strong characterization and story.
Keeping with tradition, Halo 4
does not fail to deliver. Taking place
four years after the events of Halo 3,
the Master Chief and Cortana find
themselves trapped on the Forerunner planet, Requiem, facing a new

threat to humanity and the galaxy.
As always, you play as John-117,
the Master Chief. Previous games
have posed the question of John’s
humanity or lack there of, but in
this chapter it is one of the central
themes.
The story, however, is not about
the Chief, it is about his AI partner Cortana, and it is through her
journey that we explore John’s
humanity.
Powerful performances from
voice actors Steve Downes and Jen
Taylor (Master Chief and Cortana,
respectively) draw the player into
the emotional side of the story.
As the plot develops, the two are
cast into a difficult situation that
draws out their connection to each
other.
Though the Chief is more humanized than in previous games, it is
Cortana who becomes the story’s
most human character.
Emotionally unstable because
of her program’s age, Cortana flips
from one emotion to the next, often
out of control, except for her strong
feelings towards John.
The game’s conclusion sends a
powerful message about the emotional being that exists under the
Chief’s armor, as well as the turmoil John faces when he considers
the existence of his morality and
humanity.
Halo 4 is a masterpiece; just as
good as any previous game, and in
my opinion is the best Halo to date.
That is not to discredit Bungie in
any way, only to say that new hands
have brought a fresh perspective to
the franchise and I for one am excited to see where that perspective will
take the Master Chief.

Resurrecting James Bond
AMY GRIEF
ARTS EDITOR

Advertising – Media
Management
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Event Management
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Promotions
Financial Planning
Global Business Management
Human Resources
Management
International Development
Marketing Management
Public Administration
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business.humber.ca/postgrad

“Everyone needs a hobby,” Daniel Craig slyly says in his latest go
around as James Bond, the recentlyreleased, Skyfall. “So what’s yours?”
Retorts villain Raoul Silva. The reply: “Resurrection.”
Best known for his characterdriven dramas such as American
Beauty (1999), for which he won an
Academy Award, Skyfall director
Sam Mendes has set out to breathe
new life into the 50-year-old Bond
franchise.
“It’s about regenerating the story, and the point where you think
you’ve reached a dead end, that’s
where you can create something
new and fresh,” said Mendes in a
conference call with student media
last Wednesday.
Beginning with an epic car chase
through the crowded streets of Istanbul, Skyfall situates its audience
in the traditional Bondian universe.
As the scene dissolves into a beautiful opening credit sequence, set to
Adele and Paul Epworth’s haunting
theme appropriately titled Skyfall,
it’s clear that this Bond film is different than the rest.
Filled with brilliant imagery,
typical of Mendes’ cinematic style,
the movie unfolds against a backdrop spanning across multiple
continents.
Bond, thought to be killed in Turkey, returns to the U.K. where he
discovers that MI6 has been attacked. He is sent on a dizzying mission to bring the culprit to justice.
Two hours of action, adventure, explosions (and many a rendez-vous
with hot Bond girls) ensue.
Though much of the movie focuses on this basic story line, a

“You know, the character
isn’t just intrinsically
interesting because he’s
called Bond.”

—Sam Mendes, Skyfall Director

deeper layer is revealed when the
relationship between Bond and M is
explored.
“For me, a lot of the process was
about telling a story that would be
interesting, whether or not the character was called James Bond or not,
said Mendes. “You know, the character isn’t just intrinsically interesting because he’s called Bond; you
have to make a case for the character
to paint a three dimensional picture
that’s interesting.”
Mendes was originally attracted
to Skyfall because it wasn’t a character-driven drama. The project
offered him a challenge: to create
a commercial film that was still as
personal as his previous works.
Worried about possible creative
restrictions, Mendes happily noted that his producers embraced all
of his extreme and genre-bending
ideas. “It was very clear from the
beginning, the producer said to me,
‘we don’t want a Bond, we want your
Bond.’”Decidedly less “campy” than
its predecessors, Mendes’ Bond still
pays homage to the original through
the return of the famed Aston

Martin DB5. An excellent addition
to the movie, the car helps to bring a
sense of old-school glamour back to
the movie.
“What would you want to see
when you’re sitting in a dark room
and you pay your $15: what would
you want to see in a Bond movie?”
Mendes asked. “I tried to make a
combination of what I want as an
adult to see and also what I thought
my 12-year-old son... would have
wanted to see as well.”
While the movie had something
for everyone, Javier Bardem’s portrayal of the villain Raoul Silva stole
the show. Well-versed in playing
a psychopath, Bardem’s stand-out
performance was only diminished
by the fact that he wasn’t onscreen
enough.
An overall knock-out cast,
Mendes said, “I’ve never done a
movie where every single person
that I offered a role to said yes.”
His well-seasoned actors were
easy to work with. “The only challenge was that Judi [Dench] and Albert Finney were both in their 70s
and they had to do action scenes,”
said Mendes. “It was quite funny.
They loved it and they were game.”
Though the 143-minute running
time felt a little long, Skyfall will undoubtedly be considered one of the
better Bond films.
Different from previous installments, Mendes is able to assert his
unique directorial style into a sometimes-contrived movie franchises.
“One of the lucky things is at the
moment, we are living in a world
where people don’t equate large
commercial films with having to be
light,” he said.
“You know, In other words, it’s
possible now to be dark... and push
the envelope a little bit more.”
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Opera entertains on campus
AMY GRIEF
ARTS EDITOR

Providing a quick peek into some of
the world’s most celebrated operas,
Laurier’s annual Opera Excerpts delivered a night of drama and deceit
in their self-titled production Mistaken Identities, Disguises & Other Operatic Misunderstandings.
Under the stage direction of Laurier Faculty of Music alumnus Erik
Thor and musical direction of pianist Emily Hamper, the music students of Opera Laurier put on an
entertaining show on Nov. 9 and 10.
Striking a perfect balance between comedy and drama, Saturday
night’s performance gave an amicable introduction to the world of opera, allowing audience members to
realize the contemporary relevance
of this classic art form.
This year’s show helped to elucidate how the common trope of

deception and disguise is not relegated to the opera, but rather, remains a vital component of stories today (hello 50 years of James
Bond).
The show opened with a hilarious excerpt from Mozart’s Cosi fan
tutte, and was followed by the first of
three scenes from Emmanual Chabrier’s L’étoile. Interspersed throughout the show, the short, comedic
segments of L’étoile were excellent
transition pieces between some of
the heavier excerpts.
The only English opera of the evening, Benjamin Britten’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream, saw Shakespeare’s
classic tale re-imagined for the
modern world. The four lovers, clad
in contemporary club-wear, drunkenly gallivanted through the forest
holding red-solo-cups.
The standout piece of the night
though, came from an excerpt of
Engelbert Humperdinck’s Hansel

and Gretel. Perhaps the best singing
of the night, this segment brought
Hansel (Emma Mansell) and Gretel
(Kristen English) to the Witch’s (Samantha Pickett) gingerbread house.
Getting an audience to laugh
aloud amidst a German opera is no
easy feat. However the three singers
did it with ease as all delivered outstanding performances, breathing
new life into this classic fairytale.
Singing in Italian, French, German, and of course English, subtitles were displayed on top of the
stage allowing the audience to follow along.
However, this crutch was rarely
needed because frankly, it was much
more enjoyable to watch the action
play out on stage.
Opera Laurier mounts a full-scale
opera production in the New Year.
After the success of their excerpt
production this past weekend, it is a
highly anticipated event.

NICK LACHANCE PHOTOGRAPHY MANAGER
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Indie
lit
night
NICK LACHANCE PHOTOGRAPHY MANAGER

CRISTINA ALMUDEVAR
CORD ARTS

It may have been pouring rain yesterday, but inside The Starlight
Lounge the mood was anything but
dreary. Words Worth Books, a local bookstore in Uptown Waterloo,
teamed up with four of Canada’s indie publishing companies — Book
Thug, Coach House Books, ECW
Press and House of Anansi — to
put on the annual event “Indie Lit
Night”.
“I went to UW and my brother
went to Laurier, so we kind of had
our university years in Waterloo and
when I started working at Coach
House we often did launches in
big cities like Toronto,” said Coach
House Book publicist Evan Munday,
when asked about the inspiration
for the event.
“I thought because Waterloo is
only an hour and a half away [from
Toronto] it would be really cool to
do something, I mean there’s a great
book store in town and there are
great venues. There’s a large student
population studying English. We
figured it’d be a literary town. We
thought it’d be great to team up with
a bunch of small presses and do an
event in Waterloo.”
Featuring Canadian and local literary talent such as Richard Crouse,
Angela Szczepaniak, Stacey Madden
and Sarah Pinder, the night was a
fairly balanced mix of fiction, poetry
and even film history. Everything
was done very informally, but it only

added to the charm of the night.
Starlight looked more like an intimate and romanticized café than the
bar setting that the average Laurier
student is used to seeing on a Saturday night. The writers were equally
intermingled with general audience
members, causally drinking and
complimenting each other on their
novels.
The fear that this event may simply be a night of pretentious artistes
reading terrible poetry and short
stories, while horribly intoxicated,
soon dissipated once Matthew Tierney came on stage. His book of poetry Probably Inevitable published
by Coach House, was heavily influenced by his physics minor and
questions themes such as philosophy and the concept of time.
“ [‘Carbon Monoxide, AlkaSeltzer and the Slow Pitch of Acceptance’] is riffing on, well, I was
doing a lot of reading about time
and the science of time and the fact
that this grid of time that we have
over our lives like sort of civilized by
the clock and we have time as sort
of this pervasive influence,” said
Tierney.
When asked if he had any advice for upcoming writers, Tierney
responded, “You can’t get too far
ahead of yourself, you’ve got to read
and you’ve got to write. You have to
accept the fact that you’re going to
write badly. Learning to write badly
is hard to do but you have to forgive
yourself for your mistakes.”

What to
do in K-W
Nov. 14
The Gospel According to Josh
Wilf’s; 3 p.m. Free
L.U.C.K.’s Annual Charity Auction
Turret; $3
U.W. Drama Presents: Macbeth
Waterloo Theatre of the Arts, Modern
Languages Building (UW Campus)
$13, Nov 14-17

From trade shows to weddings
to cultural festivals, this
program offers the unique
skills you need to launch your

Nov.15

career as an event coordinator,
account representative,

Waterloo Festival for Animated
Cinema
Chrysalids Theatre, 137 Ontario St. N.,
Kitchener, Nov 15-18

corporate meeting planner
or many other exciting
career opportunities.

Music at Noon: The Jason White Trio
Maureen Forrester Recital Hall,
12p.m., Free

EVENT
MANAGEMENT

Tim Chaisson with Poor Young
Things
Wilfs, 9p.m., Free

Nov. 16

POSTGRADUATE CERTIFICATE

CBC film critic presents: Atanarjuat
BA201; Lecture at 6 p.m., film
screening at 7p.m., Free

Nov. 17
Sydney Blu
Beta Nightclub; $5, 10 p.m.

Nov. 20
Neil Young & Crazy Horse
The Aud; 7:30 p.m., $61-$191

Follow us

@cordarts
business.humber.ca/postgrad
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Laurier failed to honour
Remembrance Day
For the past decade, the responsibility of planning and
coordinating an on-campus Remembrance Day ceremony has fallen to Laurier’s History Students’ Association (HSA).
Not only has the student club organized the event,
but they were usually required to fund the ceremony
themselves with minimal to no assistance from the
Wilfrid Laurier University Students’ Union or the university itself.
Given this complicated legacy combined with Remembrance Day falling on a Sunday this year, it was
decided Laurier would not observe Canada’s day of
memoriam with an official ceremony.
Laurier, being an academic institution that essentially operates only on weekdays, would definitely lack
student and staff presence at campus on a Sunday
morning. The University of Waterloo, for example, attempted to combat this by holding their ceremony on
Friday Nov. 9th.
While it is understandable that a ceremony on a
Sunday would be difficult for students to attend, it is
disappointing that the university didn’t feel the need to
hold any memorial event.
Instead, Laurier’s website posted an alternative variety of Remembrance Day ceremonies in Toronto,
Brantford and Kitchener-Waterloo.
It was especially disappointing to see the lack of recognition on campus because Laurier is celebrated for
its specialization in military history. Surely out of any
campus sector, they would see the necessity for appreciating our veterans that are fewer and fewer each year.
While the logistics of organizing an on-campus ceremony may be difficult, it is important that we and the
generations that follow us do not forget the sacrifice
and struggles our veterans faced.
These traditions should be upheld by Laurier and
not delegated to a student group. It is the responsibility of everyone to ensure we continue to remember, regardless of the day of the week.

Technology tensions in
the classroom
Technology; can’t live with it, can’t live without it. As
students in an academic classroom, we rely heavily on
laptops to assist us with papers, to download lecture
notes or slides and unfortunately, as a means to battle
boredom by mindlessly web surfing during endless
lectures.
Similarly, technology is often used in Laurier’s classrooms by professors as a means to make lectures more
engaging and interactive.
However, the well-intended use of technological
aspects becomes frustrating to students and professors alike, as a large portion of Laurier’s classrooms
have been left behind by technological advancements.
Laurier’s technology is only effective if it’s reliable,
and many professors refuse to incorporate any media
aspects in lectures as it becomes more of a hassle than
a help. In our digital age, it is ludicrous that the integration of technology into student learning is resisted
due to technology at Laurier having such a severe lack
of advancement.
While the onus is primarily on the university to provide the necessary resources to create more technology-friendly lectures, professors should also share that
responsibility of learning to integrate technology with
classes more effectively.
Naturally, this is a two-way street. If professors and
the university take strides to ensure Laurier is keeping
up with technology, students must respect when it is
appropriate to use laptops in class.
While it can be argued that it is up to the student to
decide whether they will pay attention or not, it negatively impacts the class environment as it causes distraction to both the professor and classmates.
With new measures, such as professors hiring students and TA’s to spy on the content of the classes’ laptop screens, it is clear that there needs to be better regulation surrounding the issue of technology and its use
in the classroom.
Ultimately, the responsibility to standardize the use
of technology falls to the university, professor and student. It has become essential that we respect each other’s use of these resources, for technology isn’t going
away anytime soon.
—The Cord Editorial Board
These unsigned editorials are based off informal discussions
and then agreed upon by the majority of The Cord’s editorial
board, including the Editor-in-Chief and Opinion Editor. The
arguments made may reference any facts that have been made
available through interviews, documents or other sources. The
views presented do not necessarily reflect those of The Cord’s
volunteers, staff or WLUSP.
The Cord is published by
Wilfrid Laurier University Student Publications.
Contact Emily Frost, WLUSP President and Publisher
75 University Ave.W, Waterloo ON N2L 3C5
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Celebrating Movember

Despite its light-hearted tone, we shouldn’t lose sight of Movember’s
true meaning: raising money and awareness for a good cause

ALI CONNERTY

There is supporting a cause
and then there is exploiting
a cause.

ARTS EDITOR

We are halfway through November and
the pandemic of upper-lip facial hair on
men is growing.
You may have noticed the occasional
“mo” here and there on campus, but they
are just getting started.
During the last weeks of “Movember”
the stashes become much more noticeable; even distracting I would say.
Try to have a serious conversation
with someone who is participating in
Movember on Nov. 30, I dare you.
With the slogan “changing the face of
men’s health,” the creators of Movember have made it cool to support a cause.
Working to raise awareness about prostate cancer and mental health in men,
moustaches in November have become
conversation prompters.
Similar to the breast cancer campaigns in October that had the NFL
decked out in pink, by getting creative in
how these campaigns raise awareness,
it can bring positive attention and more
involvement to the causes.
Would we honestly care so much
about breast cancer if it didn’t involve so
much pink in unexpected places?
Recounting a history of the Movember movement, it became a huge global
campaign only a few years ago.
Movember came to Canada in 2007,
and gained official charity status last
year. Worldwide, it raised $125.7 million
CDN with almost 900,000 registered
participants.
The “Movember & Sons” website created a mo-space for men to track their

mo-journeys from day one to day 30. A
picture blog, where men have in previous years used Facebook albums, creates a community of moustache-sporting men to share their successes and
woes in the world of the stash through
pictures and videos.
Mo sistas can get involved by pledging mo bros in their moustache growing
weeks in November.
Mo bros who can’t grow facial hair
can support their friends by pledging
them and raising awareness of their
campaigns. Everyone works together
to make this initiative as successful as
possible.
However, there are those men who
just want to grow a “dirty moustache”
because they think it’s funny and use
Movember as an excuse to do it.
There is supporting a cause and then
there is exploiting a cause. If you’re going to participate in growing a moustache, why bother wasting your time if
you won’t be supporting it?

Isn’t this sort of behaviour frowned
upon in real life? Or do we just dismiss
it because of the demographic we are
(we’re still learning right?), and the nonseverity of our actions (growing a moustache doesn’t matter all that much). But
should we focus more on the principle of
the matter at hand?
Needless to say, moustaches are some
of the dirtiest forms of facial hair and
having one entire month that celebrates
them gives me the chills.
Though I must applaud the creators
of this campaign for being innovative,
it is difficult to take any man seriously
throughout the month of November.
Sitting in class a couple of years ago,
I first noticed Movember when a group
presentation was going on and one of
the guys in the group had the most ridiculous facial hair I have ever seen.
Since the class was on politics in developing countries and this was a tutorial group with 30 people, keeping
a straight face as he talked about the
developmental measures, was almost
impossible (the moustache was so distracting I don’t even remember what he
was talking about).
It took all of my energy to not burst
out into fits of laughter in the silent
tutorial.
We all have some funny anecdote that
reminds us of Movember. As immature
as they may be, it still reminds us of the
cause that the moustaches symbolize.
Raising awareness of men’s health issues; something that in previous years
was swept to the sidelines as a charitable and time-worthy campaign.
By breaking down the visual boundaries of intimidation with a cause like
this, guys don’t really look all that intimidating when they are trying to look
ridiculous, talking about the beneficial
components of Movember campaign are
easier for everyone.
letters@thecord.ca
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Canadian sovereignty threatened
With Chinese companies granted access to operate in Canada, their criminal past should be a concern

james popkie
oPINIoN CoLUmNIST

As China rises higher to the peak of
worldwide economic prominence,
threatening to eclipse even America
as the world’s greatest economic superpower, it’s impossible to avoid
the implications of the rise of this
“sleeping dragon.”
If America is the “elephant next
door” to Canada as the oft-repeated
saying goes, China is the winged
dragon across the sea.
A dragon that is only beginning
to come to terms with the immense
potential for the power it possesses.
Mitt Romney talked extensively in
his campaign about being “tough on
China.” He focused on issues of poor
economic practices and currency
manipulation on China’s part which
came to the forefront of America’s
debate.
Conversely, the Harper government has been allowing Canada’s
sovereignty to be threatened by Chinese interests.
In a recent instance, Huawei, a
Chinese tech company that has been
blocked from participating in telecommunications projects by the
United States and Australia due to
its suspected involvement in espionage activities, has been cleared for
operation in Canada.
This company has been slated to
participate in major Canadian telecommunications projects, despite
being linked to Chinese cyber-espionage international computer hacking incidents.
Canada’s intelligence agencies
have also warned the government of
the company’s activities.
To involve a foreign company

stephanie truong grAPhICS EDITor

with a history of hacking and cyber-espionage blacklisted by other
countries in major Canadian telecommunications projects hardly
seems advisable.
However, this is hardly the endall of our government’s potentially
dangerous flirtation with the encroachment of Chinese corporate
interests upon Canada as of late.
FIPA, the Canada-China Foreign
Investment Protection Agreement,
gives Chinese and other foreign
corporations the power to sue the

workers, but these Chinese workers
could be working in conditions that
circumvent Canadian human rights
and labour policies.
I am a believer in the free market,
but not when a foreign company is
able to overrule the law of the land
while operating internationally under another nation’s jurisdiction.
The free market should be contingent on the stipulation of respecting
the laws of whatever country business is being done in.
China’s advancement in the

Letters to the Editor

You know
what yanks
my cord...
...how much disrespect some
people have during the moment of
silence on Remembrance Day.
It’s disgusting.
Just because you’re not at an official ceremony doesn’t give you the
right to speak on your phone, yell
at your kids or bother those around
you while the Last Post is playing.
On Remembrance Day, we dedicate a total of maybe ten minutes
of our time to commemorate those
who fought and died for Canada
during both world wars, the Vietnam and Korean conflicts and
the present day war in Afghanistan.

Canadian government for enforcing or implementing environmental
regulations.
Any policies designed to protect
Canadian jobs or Canadian workers
would also present grounds for lawsuits.
It essentially cedes sovereignty
over Canadian practices on Canadian soil to Chinese companies.
Labour laws could be undermined, and not only could Canadian
workers be deprived of jobs on account of the importation of Chinese

Interest in politics should
be encouraged

And only a mere two minutes of
that time is spent in silence. Two
minutes of silence, that’s all.
Is that really so hard to do? Stand
still and shut up for two minutes.
If your kids realize that it’s a time
to be quiet and respectful, why can’t
you?
They may not fully understand
why we have a moment silence, but
surly grown adults have the brain
capacity to realize why we take a
moment to remember and show respect towards the sacrifices of our
soldiers.
But no. Those douchebags have
no respect, and it’s just sad.
—Lizz DiCesare

What yanks your cord?
Tell us in 300 words or less

*Submissions must include your full name
and be recieved by noon monday.
Send to Devon butler at dbutler@thecord.ca

Dear Editor,
In Brad Kleinstruber’s “Democratic
Elections not always fair” he criticizes both Obama and Romney as
being bad and substantially the
same. This couldn’t be farther from
the truth. Their positions and vision
of America are vastly different.
Mitt Romney wants less government and regulation and no tax increase under any circumstances
while Barack Obama wants smart
effective government to help the
vulnerable and build a strong middle
class with the top one per cent of
Americans starting to pay their fair
share of tax.
The recession which was inherited from the Bush administration
necessitated the Auto bail out in order save the industry and thousands
of jobs that Romney would have let
self destruct.
The US political system may arguably be broken. The Republican
actions previously have been to
reject at all costs, Obama’s efforts and make him a one
term president. Obama
was stonewalled last
term in every attempt to reach
a consensus
through
compro-

mise and move the country forward
and we can only hope that sanity
will prevail and Grover Norquist
and his followers will soften their
obstructionist tactics in the coming
months.
Most distressing of Kleinstruber’s
comments however is his apparent
suggestion that if neither candidate
meets your expectations then simply don’t vote.
How ironic he makes such a
statement within days of Remembrance Day when we honour those
who made the supreme sacrifice so that we would have
the ability to cast our vote
in a democratic society even with its
shortcomings.
–Robert
Snyder

worldwide economy is a positive
development, as it will allow for an
increase of the nation’s GDP per
capita and will progressively help
create a better quality of life for its
citizens, as average incomes grow.
However, this advancement
should not come at the cost of Canada or other nations.
China and its corporations should
not be allowed to contravene and
supersede local and national laws.
Nor should nations allow free
reign to companies with an incredibly shady history of illegal activities
and espionage.
China’s continued advancement
in the worldwide economy should
involve playing by the rules, and respecting that the free market should
operate within the confines of national law and sovereignty, whenever a company does business in a
foreign country.
Ultimately, China itself cannot be
blamed for advancing its national
interests. It is our government that
must be blamed for failing to assert
our sovereignty.
Doing business with emerging
markets like China may be a positive
thing, but only when we still retain
the upper hand of enforcing our sovereignty on our own soil.
It is one thing to allow China to
commit human rights violations and
enact subhuman labour policies under its own sovereignty, but to allow
such practices to occur within Canadian soil is an affront to the freedoms that our nation supposedly
stands for.
When threats such as cyber-espionage are brought into the equation,
and when companies from China
or any other nation are allowed free
reign to operate according to their
own rules on our soil, we cede our
sovereignty and surrender our very
right to assert and enforce our own
laws.
letters@thecord.ca

Letter policy
Letters must not exceed 250 words. Include your full name . Letters must
be received by 12:00 p.m. noon
Monday via e-mail to letters@thecord.ca. The
Cord reserves the right
to edit for length
and clarity or
to reject any
letter.
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Beauty privileged in the workplace
In a world obsessed with physical appearances, we need to rethink what defines a person as beautiful

don morgenson
CommUNITY CoNTrIbUTor

Defining beauty is like “corralling
a cloud.” Yes, it might be difficult to
define, but we sure know it when we
see it, or at least think we do.
In every age and on every continent, we have searched for beauty.
A relief on the tomb of the Egyptian
nobleman Ptahhotep shows him
getting a pedicure. Cleopatra wore
“kohl,” thick eyeliner made from
ground minerals. To emphasize their
noble blood, women of the court of
Louis XVI, drew blue veins on their
necks and shoulders.
Annually, billions of dollars are
spent on fragrances, makeup, hair
and skin products. Even more is
spent on diet products and health or
gym club memberships; add to all of
this the costs of cosmetic surgery.
But it actually may be worth it as
beauty communicates that you are
healthy, fertile and that your gene
pool contains much beauty.
In this respect, beauty can be
functional as well. Data suggest
that attractive people earn more
money, receive lighter sentences in
court trials and are assumed to be
friendlier.
Researchers Daniel Hamermesh
and Jeff Biddle in “Beauty and the
Labor Market” found that “plain”
people suffer a pay penalty of five to
ten per cent compared to “average”
people, while “good looking people”
enjoyed a five-per cent premium in
salaries.
But we all know a deeper beauty,

that beyond cosmetic enhancements, perfection does matter. If,
when and how we see it, is a clear
test of our values.
When novelist Henry James first
met George Elliot, he wrote to his
father describing her as “magnificently ugly.” He claimed she had a
low forehead, dull grey eyes, a vast
pendulous nose and a huge mouth,
full of uneven teeth.
Yet, he also wrote that in her “vast
ugliness resides a most powerful
beauty which, in a very few minutes,
steals forth and charms the mind. I
ended falling in love with her.”
But what of those who are not
seen as beautiful? That remarkable
person Eleanor Roosevelt was once
asked if she had any regrets. She answered that her only one was that
she wished she had been prettier.
As for that timeless beauty Marilyn Monroe, she confided to a friend
that she knew she had power when
she was only eight. She climbed a
tree and four boys rushed to help her
down.
We are in the midst of a battle between gravity and beauty. And as
we age, gravity takes its toll. Add
time, genetics and a somewhat toxic
environment; beauty’s archenemy
is aging.
Some experts argue that our obsession with beauty is often related
to the workplace and that gnawing
sense of being obsolete, particularly
now during our shrinking economy,
increased unemployment and corporate downsizing.
Doctors say they are increasingly performing Botox injections
and eyelifts for aging, yet competent
individuals who are worried about
those youngsters climbing up the
corporate ladder just one rung behind them.
We must look young and keep

ourselves looking fit for that race to
the top. According to the American
Society of Plastic Surgeons, men
now account for 15 to 20 per cent of
cosmetic surgery procedures.
While quieter about their “tucks”,
men confess that such procedures
are work-related and defend their
touch-ups in the same terms women do, they face a more competitive
work world and they want to remain
in the game.
So we have Rogaine, Retin-A, Botox injections and Prozac for that
sagging soul. Even powerful women
such as Martha Graham, a force in
modern dance, grew bitter as she
got older.
In the middle of the night, she
would phone one of her younger
dancers: “Die while you are young
and still beautiful,” she would say
and abruptly hang up.
In a recent survey, 20 per cent of
the women and 15 per cent of the
men interviewed, said they would
gladly sacrifice more than five years
of their lives to be at their ideal
weight.
According to another survey, 80
per cent of the women sampled
were dissatisfied with their bodies.
The competitive workplace climate
makes us older workers, less confident and more anxious.
Surely we all know that beauty
is not only cosmetic perfection.
Beauty combines all the wonderfully creative things any person is;
how gently they handle themselves
and others, their kindness. And then
there are those many other variables
to be considered when hiring: skill
level, personality, tacit or experiential knowledge.
So while some of us may feel the
need to get a tuck here and a tuck
there, the truth is that kindness and
beauty are inextricably bound up

Kate turner phoTogrAphY mANAgEr

Knowing beauty matters makes your daily beauty routine increase.

with each other.
Henry James fell in love with
George Elliot, not because she was
cosmetically perfect but because of
the radiant beauty streaming from
her gentle and creative soul.

Don Morgenson is a professor of psychology at Wilfrid Laurier University
letters@thecord.ca

Talking Mental Health:
Anxiety versus stress
CHris Kardol
CommUNITY CoNTrIbUTor

From marketing to finance
to international trade, this
program offers the unique
skills you need to launch your
career as a brand manager,
operations planner, marketing
coordinator, media analyst
and many other exciting
career options.

GLOBAL
BUSINESS
MANAGEMENT
POSTGRADUATE CERTIFICATE

business.humber.ca/postgrad

It will come as no surprise that
stress and anxiety are very common
concerns for university students.
“Anxious mood” is consistently
the reason students come to Counselling Services. This mood refers to
everything from stress-related concerns to anxiety disorders. The line
between stress and anxiety can be
fuzzy. Everyone experiences stress,
and most experiences some degree
of anxiety. Anxiety and stress also
share similar symptoms.
Some common signs of anxiety
are: increased irritability and emotionality, panicky feelings, lack of
concentration, feeling unable to
cope, headaches, upset stomach and
muscle tension.
Behavioural fluctuations can include change in sleeping, loss of appetite, increased alcohol or drug use,
social withdrawal and avoidance of
daily responsibilities.
Stress differs from anxiety in that
it typically depends on the circumstances of one’s life. Usually when a
stressful event disappears, the stress
diminishes. A common example is
the high stress levels that students
experience during exams, that lowers when the ‘crunch’ time is over.
Other common sources of stress
for students include the challenge
of deadlines and time management – having too much to do in

too little time; change or transition, such as coming to university
for the first time or starting a new
academic program; and setbacks or
unexpected negative events such as
a breakups, family illness or health
concerns.
The ability to cope with stress is
partly determined by personality
factors. Those with a ‘Type A’ personality, which includes competitiveness, perfectionism and having
difficulty relaxing, may be more apt
to experience chronic stress.
Personality traits such as optimism and resilience (the ability to
adapt to change, setbacks and mistakes) are advantageous. Even if
optimism and resilience don’t come
naturally to you, they are characteristics that can be developed.
The key to surviving or even
thriving in university is to discover
your optimal stress level. This is the
level of stress at which you are challenged, motivated and stimulated
but still feel within your ability to
cope without developing serious or
chronic anxiety.
Anxiety, like stress, can occur at
varying levels of intensity. Anxiety
puts you into “fight or flight” mode,
as an attempt to protect you from
threatening situations.
Everyone has anxious thoughts
and feelings sometimes. However,
anxiety can also arise from fears
that are not accurate or rational but
are based more on interpretations or
predictions rather then what is happening in the moment.
When anxiety becomes more intense and when it has a significant
impact on daily function, it might be
a diagnosable anxiety disorder. Examples include panic disorder, social anxiety, Obsessive Compulsive

Disorder (OCD), and generalized
anxiety disorder.
If you would like your symptoms
of anxiety assessed, you can go to
Health Services or your family doctor, where you might be referred to a
psychiatrist. Many steps can be taken to manage your stress and protect against debilitating anxiety.
At the top of the list is self-care,
which involves establishing a routine of regular sleep, healthy eating
and exercise and finding balance between work and other activities.
Self-care includes monitoring
alcohol, caffeine and drug use and
evaluating what else might contribute to your anxiety.
Time management is equally
important. This involves planning
ahead to be prepared for busier
times; it also means keeping procrastination to a minimum. Self
awareness can help you identify
your warning signs, like if you get
headaches when stressed. It is similarly important to know your personal limits, like how much you can
take on and not compare your limits
and to others’.
At Counselling Services, we do
not provide diagnoses, but wew can
help you learn more about anxiety
and how to manage it.
Talk to a trusted friend or family
member about what you are experiencing. If you get to a point where
you cannot cope on your own or if
anxiety is chronic, you might benefit
from professional support. Visit us
at www.wlu.ca/counselling.
Chris Kardol is a counsellor with WLU
counselling services
letters@thecord.ca
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Four players
graduating

Sports Editor
Shelby blackley
sblackley@thecord.ca
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against the Vert et Or featured nothing positive from the Hawks, but
rather multiple turnovers and few
critical chances.
“I thought they played poorly,”
MacLean said of his team’s performance in the consolation semifinal. “I didn’t think they competed
well. I don’t know if it was layover
from the game yesterday, but in the
first 55 minutes until we got scored
on, I don’t think we competed and I
think there weren’t enough players
that played with the intensity and
character that they needed to.”
The Vert et Or, who were defeated by the host Victoria Vikes in
the quarterfinal 2-1, dominated the
second half of the game, planting
an easy goal past Laurier netminder
Katrina Ward.
This would be as much as was
needed for Laurier to be eliminated
from the tournament entirely.
According to MacLean, Laurier’s young group was unable to
adjust to the level of play required
at the national level. With a very
young group of starters, the Hawks
couldn’t maintain a high level of
intensity.
“I mean, the game against Trinity
Western was an eye opener for some
of them for the level that we’re playing at and today I think they learned
that if you don’t come in and compete from the beginning of the
match, you’re going to lose regardless of who the opposition may be,”
said MacLean.
The highlight of the playoffs for

Laurier came from the back of the
field, where Ward exemplified the
improvement she’s made throughout the year. On multiple occasions,
the third-year goaltender made big
saves that kept the Hawks within
reach of their opponents.
“Kat Ward did very, very well and
she’s improved on where she’s come
from over the course of the season,”
MacLean said. “[She] is phenomenal. Unfortunately, we left her to do
too much today.”
Tikka agreed that her teammate
was a game-changing character
throughout the season.
“Katrina, she’s been amazing for
us all season ever since she stepped
in,” she said. “She’s come out big for
us. There were four or five breakaways today that she stopped that
could have been big game changers
for us. We really owe everything to
her for this.”
Despite the disappointing end
to this season, MacLean has high
hopes for the upcoming years as the
Hawks will only lose four members
of their team to graduation.
“We’re going to be very strong
next year,” he said. “We’ve got Cass
Mensah coming back from injury,
we’ve got some great recruits coming in and the younger girls have
had a great experience coming here.”
In the gold medal game of the
tournament, the Spartans walked
away with the gold medal after defeating the Queen’s Gaels 1-0 on
penalty kicks. The host Vikes defeated the OUA champion Ottawa
Gee-Gees to claim the bronze 1-0,
also on penalty kicks.

brackets
unfair in
CiS play
SHELBY BLACKLEY
SPorTS EDiTor

ARMANDO TURA UviC ATHLETiCS

Suzanne Boroumand challenges a Spartan during Thursday’s loss.

MIKE WHITEHOUSE LAUriEr ATHLETiCS

Laurier’s men’s hockey team finished the weekend with two wins, stretching their win streak to three.

Hawks win three in a row
ERIC THOMPSON
STAFF WriTEr

The Laurier Golden Hawks men’s
hockey team found some momentum this weekend, beating the Carleton Ravens 4-1 on Friday and the
Concordia Stingers 7-4 on Saturday.
The Golden Hawks are currently
riding a three-game win streak and
trying to climb out of the basement
in the Ontario University Athletics
(OUA) West division.
“We’ve got a little bit more offensive production out of everybody,”
said head coach Greg Puhalski.
“That obviously helps, instead of
scoring two goals we’re getting more
than that. We’re not turning the
puck over as much and playing a little more responsibly defensively and
it’s helping out our offensive game.”
Against Concordia, the Hawks
benefitted from a few lucky bounces
in their victory, especially on their
opening goal.
A shot from Mitchell Good took
a fortunate bounce off the glass and
allowed Mitch Lebar an easy rebound goal.
“I got a nice bounce off the glass

and I was ‘Johnny on the spot’ and
tapped it in,” said Lebar. “It was a
nice way to start the game.”
Lebar would finish the game
with two goals and an assist, while
linemates Good and Tyler Stothers
would finish with four points each.
“The lines just got some chemistry going on together,” Lebar said.
“[Ryan Daniels] helped us out so
much defensively it was nice to put
a weekend together and score some
goals and ease the pressure off of
him. Overall, we’re clicking, we’re
practicing together and things are
looking up.”
On Friday night, Daniels had a
busier night. The Hawks workhorse
made 45 saves in the win over Carleton. Trent Hawke scored two goals
on Friday, while Marsden and Stothers had the others.
The Hawks’ strong weekend offensively was a welcoming change.
The team never trailed in either
game and also improved their record to 4-0 when they score three or
more goals.
Puhalski was pleased with the
team’s performance this weekend,
but knows that improvements are

necessary to continue their run.
“I think for us to have consistent
success is just about playing better defensively and not giving up
as many quality scoring chances,”
he said. “We’ve done a better job of
that, but when we get up in games
we’ve got to make sure we keep the
hammer on and don’t let up like we
did in the third period [Saturday].”
The Hawks will look to continue
their winning ways when the Western Mustangs visit Thursday night.
Western won the first matchup of
the year between the teams 3-2.
However, Puhalski thinks his team
is ready to extract some revenge.
“For us whenever you have a win
streak you want to make sure you’re
trying to play as much as possible
and keep that groove and keep the
momentum going in the right direction,” Puhalski said. “Western’s
a good hockey club, they are going
to be a challenge, and for us we’ve
got to keep to the same motto that
we’ve had here as of late and that is
good team defence and good team
offence.”
Puck-drop is 7:30 p.m. at the Sun
Life Financial Arena.

In a tournament that holds so much
importance to Canadian student
athletes, you’d think the coordinators would put a little more thought
into the setup.
The Canadian Interuniversity
Sport (CIS) women’s soccer national championship this past weekend
took place in Victoria, B.C. It highlighted the eight best teams from
across Canada from four separate
conferences. Each team had an opportunity to advance to the gold
medal game through bracket play.
But if they lost, it was over.
The tournament can have defences for both sides of the argument it’s a good thing that if you lose one
game you’re out of gold-medal contention because it teaches athletes
the value of playing at their peak
performance every day.
Yet, different factors can influence
the tournament and the ability for
teams to play at their best, so losing
one simple game and not advancing
is evidently detrimental.
Look at women’s hockey. On the
national level, there are only six
teams that compete, but they are
split into two pools.
This allows each team to play at
least two meaningful games, but
their second matchup is dependent
on how they do in the first game.
It still is vitally important that
you win both games, but at least
if you lose you still have another
chance to move on. It’s just harder.
Women’s soccer allows eight
teams to qualify. If eight teams can
qualify, then it should be feasible
that each team can play a round robin. It only makes sense, especially
when playing for such an important
championship.
But this isn’t even the worst part
of the tournament. As much as I respect the teams that make it to the
national level and are capable of
battling through adversity to move
forward, it should not be given to
them on a silver platter.
For example, this year three
teams were able to qualify from the
Ontario University Athletics (OUA)
conference - these three teams being the No. 1 Ottawa Gee-Gees, the
No. 6 Laurier Golden Hawks and the
No. 7 Queen’s Gaels.
In the OUA Final Four, Laurier
defeated Queen’s to move on to
the OUA final against Ottawa. The
Gaels then played the McMaster
Marauders for the bronze medal.
In a game that was anything but
appealing to watch, the Gaels came
out with a win on penalty kicks—
that took eight rounds to complete.
Not because both teams had fantastic shots, but merely because the
net was apparently not big enough
for the teams to find.
So why can a team that barely
placed in the OUA waltz into a national championship with the easiest set bracket?
It’s inevitable that something
along the way will not go according
to plan, but when the road for teams
that don’t qualify nearly as well becomes easier than conference play,
there’s an issue.
If Laurier wanted an easy road,
they would have just settled for third
instead of fighting Ottawa for first.
Is that what CIS wants to happen
to their teams?
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Veterans lead women’s hockey offence
ASHLEY DENUZZO
STAFF WrITEr

The No. 5 ranked Wilfrid Laurier
women’s hockey team ended their
weekend on a high note after defeating the Ryerson Rams 6-2 and the
Toronto Varsity Blues 3-2 in backto-back games.
The Hawks are now tied for first
place in Ontario University Athletics (OUA) with the Queen’s Gaels.
Both teams hold a record 10-1-1,
with 21 points. The teams have also
both scored 45 goals in 12 games.
However, according to head coach
Rick Osborne, Laurier is still showing some on-ice inconsistency.
“Tonight we were a little offensively challenged for a long time,”
he said after Sunday’s match. “We
certainly do it the hard way some
nights.”
The Ryerson game Sunday night,
although providing a 6-2 blowout,
did not see much action until the
third period.
“We’ve kind of been leaving it a
bit close up until now,” centre Brittany Crago said. “It’s good to get a
good spread going.”
Fourth-year Devon Skeats scored
within the first few minutes for the
Hawks, bringing her goal tally to
eight.
Seconds later however, Ryerson’s
Monique Conrett evened the score.
“In a one goal game it doesn’t
matter if you’ve got 40 shots and
they’ve got 15,” Osborne said when
reflecting on the amount of shots on
Ryerson’s Brianna Tremblay. “If it’s
still a one goal game, the momentum can change so quickly.”
Penalties would also be a contributing factor that prevented
the Hawks from further scoring.
The Hawks spent 10 minutes out
of the second 20-minute period

shorthanded.
“We ran into another silly penalty
that put us down,” Osborne said.
“I’m not sure that some of our onice decisions were letter-perfect just
yet.”
Saturday night’s game against Toronto saw a bit more excitement. A
goal with three minutes remaining
from rookie Emily Kekewich gave
the Hawks a much-needed win.
The game-winner would also
be Kekewich’s first goal in a Laurier uniform and set the tone for the
Hawks’ Sunday blowout.
“For the season I feel like its been
an improvement every single game,”
Crago says. “We’ve finally caught
some offence.”
Goals from Fiona Lester, Jessie Hurrell, Tammy Freiburger and
Brittany Crago on Sunday added
momentum to the Hawks offensive
lineup.
Hurrell racked up two goals
against Ryerson while Crago managed a three-point game.
“You can see the players in the
back-to-back games that we really
need to rely on,” Osborne explained.
“I believe the team is slowly but
surely getting into that level where
we’re going to perform.”
“We all have our contribution of
what we think we need to be doing
on the ice.” Skeats said. “We’ve got
to make sure we capitalize and go
from there.”
Laurier’s hockey team may be
showing favourable results, but their
statistics are not quite matching up
to Osborne’s expectations.
“We’re not where we want to be,”
he said. “We’ve got plenty to work
on but plenty of time to get it done.”
With that, the Hawks look towards their next game, a home date
with the Waterloo Warriors this
Sunday at 7:30 p.m.

KATE TURNER FILE PHoTo

the Golden Hawks hold a record of 10-1-1 despite having consistency issues on the ice.

Swimming in style
ERIC THOMPSON
STAFF WrITEr
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building on rookie success
BRAD BOWEN
STAFF WrITEr

Basketball runs in the blood of the
Coulthard family. So it’s no surprise
Will Coulthard has made such an
impact in just over a year at Laurier.
“My grandfather played for Canada in the 1952 Olympics and both
my parents were very good players
who both played in university, so
I was around the game at a young
age and naturally took to it,” said
Coulthard, a second-year point
guard.
It was only natural that
Coulthard, an Oakville native,
started down the road of basketball
at age nine, playing for a local rep
team. Coulthard also played for his
high school, St. Thomas Aquinas,
leading them to an Ontario Federation of School Athletic Associations
(OFSAA) regional championship.
After finishing his high school
basketball career with the championship, Coulthard stated there were
many reasons he chose to bring his
skills to Laurier. He said knowing
the previous success of the Laurier basketball program and the

academic calibre of the school were
two influential factors.
“I had to make sure they had the
program I wanted and I already
knew it was a very good academic
school,” said Coulthard, a geography
major. “I also knew the team was
very good and decided that coach
Campbell was someone that I would
really like to play for.
“I needed to make sure that the
school I went to had every thing I
wanted and Laurier seemed to be
perfect for me.”
However, the road to becoming a
Hawk wasn’t easy for Coulthard.
“Some adversity I have had to face
as a basketball player includes me
being cut from a provincial team,”
said Coulthard. “[But] it made me
want to work that much harder and
become a better basketball player.”
Coulthard’s motivation to be a
better player was felt in his rookie year. He was the starting point
guard and averaged nearly eight
points per game and five assists per
game in the playoffs, earning a spot
on the OUA all-rookie team in 2011.
His quick hands and speed are
a handful for opponents, making

him a threat any time he can get his
hands on the rock.
“It took a lot of work from where
I was to get to where I am today
and I’m glad that I decided to pursue basketball as a major part of my
life,” he said.
The sophomore guard has also
flourished and enjoyed time at Laurier, settling in as a Golden Hawk, as
the atmosphere has been perfect for
him.
“I’ve loved my time here at Laurier and on the team. It’s an amazing
school with a lot of school spirit and
the guys I have played with are awesome too,” he said.
Coulthard stresses how his offseason habits are just as important.
“To train and be ready for the season include getting in the weight
room so I can become stronger and
faster for when I am playing,” he
said.
With a handful of players inching closer to graduation and saying
goodbye to their basketball careers
as a Golden Hawk, Coulthard looks
to find a comfortable spot in the
Hawks’ basketball field for the next
three years.

Wilfrid Laurier’s swim team will
be welcoming a little bit more experience to the squad this year, in
the form of new assistant coach Joe
Bartoch.
Bartoch brings with him experience from ten years on Canada’s national swim team and two appearances at the Olympics, including the
London 2012 games.
He will help coach not only the
Golden Hawks swim team, but also
the local Region of Waterloo (ROW)
swim club.
“I was ready to move on,” said
Bartoch of his athletic retirement.
“It’s hard to push at that level for
so long. So I was ready to move on
physically, maybe not ready to give it
up mentally but that’s something I’ll
have to adjust to.”
Bartoch ended his career in style,
as Canada finished eighth in the
Men’s 4x100 medley relay at the
2012 London Games.
“For my last race, to get to do
it with Scott [Dickens] and Brent
[Hayden] was special. I’ve known
Scott since I was ten years old. I’ve
been racing with Brent since 2006.
To race with both of them was a
great experience,” he said.
Now, the butterfly specialist from
London, Ont. is focusing his attention on coaching, as he is currently
weeks away from completing a masters in kinesiology and coaching
from Western University.
Bartoch said the opportunity to
coach in Waterloo came at the perfect time. He was informed of the
opportunity by former teammate,
and ROW swim club member, Keith
Beavers.
After meeting with current head
coach Russ Franklin and talking
with former head coach Dean Boles,
Bartoch decided this was the perfect situation to begin his coaching

career at Laurier.
“I’m excited to start off and get a
good foundation here,” he said. “I
would like it to be a long term thing,
because I do like working with this
age group. Right now it’s about getting my feet wet, because there is a
lot of things you want to get done.”
Bartoch believes his experiences
at different levels of swimming will
help his coaching style.
“I’ve been through a few systems
now; OUA, NCAA and Canada’s national team. Because of my schooling, I’m always evaluating and taking little pieces from each of these
programs,” he said.
Bartoch has been handling Monday night practices and gives credit
to fellow assistant coach Roberto
Aburto for handling Tuesdays and
Thursdays.
In terms of Laurier’s team this
year, Bartoch is not sure what to
expect.
The program is welcoming a
number of new faces since last season, after recruiting 14 new swimmers this October.
Bartoch also said he was surprised by how many swimmers have
turned out this year.
In terms of faces to watch, Lukas Summerhayes leads the group.
Summerhayes was the team’s most
valuable player last season and already has a second-place finish in
the Ontario University Athletics
(OUA) Spirit Invitational hosted by
the University of Guelph.
Other strong performances are
expected from Veronica Davis-Freeman, Renee Dijk and Victoria Rawn.
With Franklin in only his second year coaching at Laurier and
the program in a transition period,
Bartoch said it is important to let
Franklin establish his plan before he
can start adding.
“To really build a strong program
it can’t happen over one year, it
takes time,” Bartoch concluded.

